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HISTORICAL 

THE CAPTAIN’S QUEST BK#5 $21.95 TRADE P/BACK 
LORRI DUDLEY  
Leeward Island series. Bk#1 The Duke’s Refuge. 
Pricilla Middleton only attended the Lemoore house 
party to keep her friend out of trouble. Now, her only 
chance to keep from becoming a gossip column 
headline is to sneak aboard her brother's ship and 
pretend she'd been visiting him instead of taking part 
in the debacle. Before she can speak to her brother, 
the ship sets sail, and the man in charge is not at all 
who she expects. Captain Tobias Prescott, son of an 
infamous war hero, has been assigned on a critical 
mission to deploy warships in St. Kitts for battle in 
New Orleans. Unfortunately, his orders require him to 
assume command of a friend's ship, and he must 
weigh anchor the instant the former captain is escort-
ed down the gangplank. When they reach open wa-
ters, the last thing he expects is to find a woman hid-
ing in the captain's cabin, yet his mission is too ur-
gent to return her to England. The Middleton name 
has always brought Tobias trouble, and Pricilla is no 
exception. As the waters clear and the temperature 
warms, the danger escalates too. Yet Tobias discov-
ers the intuitive and strong woman who struggles to 
hide her anxiety is nothing like her disloyal brother. 
He may lose the opportunity to help his country, but 
perhaps he can still save the woman who's rescued 
his heart. 

THE DEFIANT WIFE BK#2 $20.95 TRADE P/BACK  
JESS MICHAELS  
Three Mrs series. Bk#1 The Unexpected Wife. Pip-
pa Montgomery never thought her life would go like 
this. When she found out her late husband was a 
bigamist and had been murdered, she thought noth-
ing could ever be the same. When she met his broth-
er Rhys, the Earl of Leighton, she knew it. Now they 
must navigate a scandal that will tear them both 
apart. They must make decisions that will affect the 
illegitimate child Pippa's late husband fathered be-
hind her back. And ultimately they must fight, for as 
long as they can, the simmering desire between them 
that is bound to explode. Two people, broken by a 
desperate scandal. They can only turn to each other, 
but they know they can never be together. Will they 
overcome the obstacles in their way and find a way 
to love one another? Or will the last consequence of 
one man's conduct be the loss of a love that could 
last all time? 

HOW TO SURVIVE A SCANDAL BK#1 $15.95  
SAMARA PARISH  
Rebels With a Cause series. A near-death experi-
ence leads to a marriage of convenience for two un-
suspecting strangers, but will their unusual meeting 
lead them to true love? Lady Amelia was raised to be 
the perfect duchess, accomplished in embroidery, 
floral arrangement, and managing a massive house-
hold. But when an innocent mistake forces her and 
the uncouth, untitled Benedict Asterly into a marriage 

of convenience, all her training appears to be for 
naught. Even worse, she finds herself inexplicably 
drawn to this man no finishing school could have 
prepared her for. Benedict Asterly never dreamed 
saving Amelia's life would lead to him exchanging 
vows with the hoity society miss. Benedict was taught 
to distrust the aristocracy at a young age, so when 
news of his marriage endangers a business deal, 
Benedict is wary of Amelia's offer to help. But his 
quick-witted, elegant bride defies all his expecta-
tions . . . and if he's not careful, she'll break down the 
walls around his guarded heart. 

IMPROPER BK#0.5 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK  
DARCY BURKE  
Phoenix Club series. Dissolute rogue Tobias Pow-
ell, Earl of Overton, has just inherited a sheltered, 
proper young ward for whom he must find a husband. 
And that is only the start of his problems. His father's 
will demands Tobias marry within the next six weeks, 
or he'll lose his mother's house, a treasure so dear 
that Tobias can't consider defeat. Surely he can re-
habilitate his scandalous reputation, secure a match 
for his ward, and find the sophisticated woman of his 
dreams before it's too late. Except his ward is a hel-
lion who cannot behave. She can, however, make 
him laugh. rovincial Miss Fiona Wingate is eager to 
swap her boring small town for an exciting London 
Season. Until she realizes her new guardian, a dash-
ing earl, plans for her to wed with the utmost haste. 
Fiona has no interest in marriage-she's only just 
been liberated from her lifelong isolation! But when 
she causes a near scandal and Tobias comes to the 
rescue, an unexpected attraction sparks between 
them. Except romance between a guardian and his 
ward would be most improper… 

A PROPOSAL TO RISK THEIR FRIENDSHIP BK#5 
$13.95 
LOUISE ALLEN  
Liberated Ladies series. An unconventional friend-
ship Could ruin their reputations… Respecting each 
other's desire for independence, Lord Henry Cary 
and writer Melissa Taverner enjoy an uncomplicated 
friendship. Henry finds her amusing, intelligent com-
pany, but she's also an attractive woman, and he's 
alarmed to find lust sneaking in... Having always 
viewed marriage as a cold matter of convenience, 
Henry dare not risk their friendship with a proposal. 
Yet when their closeness sparks rumors, he might 
not have a choice! 

RESCUED BY HER HIGHLAND SOLDIER BK#2 $13.95 
SARAH MALLORY 
Lairds of Ardvarrick series. Bk#1 Forbidden to the 
Highland Laird. Her rugged Highlander … Is the gal-
lant son of a laird! Traveling alone through the 
treacherous Scottish Highlands, Madeleine 
d'Evremont is saved by rough-looking soldier Grant 
Rathmore. Attraction flares between them as he es-
corts Madeleine on her perilous escape to France, 
until she discovers he's the heir of a respected laird! 
Madeleine knows she must let him go. Surely the 
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daughter of a humble adventurer could never be a 
suitable match for him now... 

RUNAWAY HEARTS BK#1 $24.95 TRADE P/BACK  
ALEXA ASTON  
Lawman of the West series. Shortly after her be-
loved father's death, Emma Bradford becomes a 
runaway heiress when she overhears her beau and 
stepmother plotting to steal her fortune-and take her 
life. She jumps on a train headed to the American 
West and is instantly attracted to a handsome 
stranger on board. Pinkerton detective Rye Callahan 
is assigned to protect an opera diva as she travels 
from New York to Colorado and remains undercover 
as a bodyguard during her engagement at Denver's 
newest opera house. Along the way, he encounters 
a beautiful woman who looks and sings like an an-
gel, but Rye is married to his job and determined not 
to become involved with the woman romantically. 
But Rye and Emma wind up living in the same 
house in Denver, and their relationship heats up 
fast. When the diva disappears without a trace, Em-
ma takes her place on stage-only to wind up missing 
soon after. Rye races against the clock to find both 
women in time. And if he does, will he be able to 
open his heart and learn to love? 

THE SCOT WHO LOVED ME BK#1 $14.95  
GINA CONKLE  
Scots in London series. The first in a daring new 
Scottish historical series about a woman determined 
to return Scottish treasures to the Highlands and the 
only man who can help her--the lover she once 
abandoned. Proud Scot, Will MacDonald sits in pris-
on for wearing his kilt. He's determined to leave 
England as soon as he's released, but his plans go 
awry when a mysterious woman enters his cell, 
promising freedom and gold. Anne Fletcher never 
thought she'd see her former lover again. She 
knows Will hasn't forgiven her for leaving him so 
many years ago, but to accomplish her league's 
mission, she needs him by her side. Stealing the 
Treasure of Loch Arkaig from English hands and 
returning it to the Highlands where it belongs is no 
easy feat. But with Will's help, they can achieve the 
impossible, even if being with him is as painful as it 
is pleasurable. Taking back the fortune could mean 
death but after being parted from Anne for so long, 
Will can't leave her side. As they work together to 
steal the treasure from watchful eyes, will they return 
to their lonely lives or will they risk everything for a 
love they thought was lost forever? 

SHOTGUN BRIDE BK#2 $16.95 REISSUE  
LINDA LAEL MILLER 
McKettricks series. Bk#1 High Country Bride. One 
ranch. Three sons. Only one will inherit, and on one 
condition. Kade McKettrick is determined not to lose 
to his brother in the marriage race--but he hadn't 
counted on falling in love.Kade McKettrick's got five 
mail order brides-to-be at the local hotel, and they're 
all more than eager to brave the frontier and provide 
the heir that will win Kade the Triple M ranch. The 
newly appointed marshal already has his hands full 

with a troublesome outlaw gang, yet he can't seem 
to think of much else besides "Sister Mandy" who is 
obviously not the nun she claims to be. On the run 
from her outlaw stepfather, Mandy Sperrin is hiding 
a wild, passionate nature beneath her solemn dis-
guise, and when Kade makes it clear he wants her, 
she finds she cannot resist her own heated desires. 
But are her ties to a shadowed past more threaten-
ing--and closer--than Kade realizes? 

THE SPINSTER’S SCANDALOUS AFFAIR $12.95  
SOPHIA JAMES  
A sensible spinster… Shall go to the ball! Euphemia 
Denniston has accepted her quiet life as servant to 
her stepmother's family. Until cynical, wealthy Au-
gustus Rushworth offers her an unusual arrange-
ment: accompanying him around town to ward off 
husband-hunting debutantes! She knows their sup-
posed affair is temporary, but she's cautiously 
thrilled to escape her lonely life and be the belle of 
the ball. And when desire grows between her and 
Augustus, she might just grab her last chance to 
experience passion, too... 

UNDERCOVER DUKE BK#4 $15.95  
SABRINA JEFFRIES  
Duke Dynasty series. Bk#1 Project Duchess. Along 
with his stepsiblings, Sheridan Wolfe, Duke of 
Armitage, is determined to finally solve the mysteries 
behind the suspicious deaths of their mother's three 
husbands. Tasked with investigating a possible sus-
pect, Sheridan finds himself in dangerous proximity 
to her captivating daughter, Vanessa Pryde. But still 
haunted by a tragically lost love, the duke is re-
solved to resist the attraction--and avoid any 
"scheming" husband-hunters. Besides, lovely Miss 
Pryde seems utterly smitten with a roguish London 
playwright… Vanessa thinks a little scheming may 
be in order--for it's Sheridan she truly has her sights, 
and her heart, set on. Her theatrical flirtation is in-
tended only to break through his business-like de-
meanor and guarded emotions. And as Sheridan's 
jealousy becomes aroused, the two soon find them-
selves propelled into a scheme of an altogether dif-
ferent kind, involving a pretend engagement, a se-
cret inquiry--and a perhaps not-so-secret leap into 
true love... 

THE VIRGIN WHO HUMBLED LORD HASLEMERE 
BK#3 $ 23.95 TRADE P/BACK 
ANNA BRADLEY 
Swooning Virgins Society series. Bk#1 The Virgin 
Who Ruined Lord Gray. There's nothing distinct 
about the brick building that houses The Clifford 
Charity School for Wayward Girls, which perfectly 
suits the purposes of its extraordinary residents--
bold young ladies who expose London's most cor-
rupt aristocrats--and find their true loves along the 
way . . . The only thing Georgiana Harley despises 
more than chaos is bad behavior. So when the 
Duchess of Kenilworth pleads for help to escape her 
witty, charming, handsome, heartless monster of a 
husband, she's come to the right place. Calm and  
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logical, with nerves of steel, Georgiana is uniquely 
qualified to safely disappear the duchess, along with 
her young son. Her greatest challenge is Her Grace's 
brother, Lord Haslemere. An arrogant scoundrel, he 
keeps interfering with Georgiana's methodical plans. 
If only he would get out of her way--yet once he re-
veals a heart as sweet as his lips, she isn't so sure 
she wants him to. Benedict Harcourt, the Earl of Has-
lemere isn't about to trust his precious sister and 
beloved nephew to some delicate chit who looks as if 
a stiff wind could send her sprawling--no matter how 
brilliant Georgiana is. Or beautiful. Or brave. Or lova-
ble. Or irresistible. But does even he have the cour-
age to fall for a young woman with the starry eyes of 
an innocent--and the unstoppable fierceness of a 
lioness? Only time, and taking a risk, will tell . . . 

THE WARRIOR AND LADY REBEL BK#1 $22.95  
TRADE P/BACK 
TERESA SMYSER  
Warrior Bride series. Lightning and thunder crash 
around her as Elizabeth runs from her pursuer. She 
rests for only a moment ... or so she thinks. Cas-
tles ... swords ... men of war ... Elizabeth is stunned! 
How did she arrive in England? Who brought her 
here? As she struggles to uncover the events that 
landed her at Fairwick Castle, nothing is as it should 
be. Danger surrounds her. Forced to put her trust in 
the arrogant Lord Nicolas Fairwick, Elizabeth prays 
for God's intervention.  

WINNING OVER THE WRANGLER & FALLING FOR 
THE RANCHER FATHER 2IN1 REISSUE $13.95 
LINDA FORD 
Forging a future in Canada's West country …. Win-
ning Over the Wrangler: The rugged cowboy who 
rescues Sybil Bannerman from a stampede is just 
the kind of man her editor wants her to write about. 
Yet she has no idea how big a secret Brand Duggan 
carries, until her life is threatened. Despite the evi-
dence against him, Sybil can't walk away--for the 
man who lassoed her heart is the one she'll love for-
ever… Falling for the Rancher Father: Widower 
Abel Borgard has his hands full raising twins and 
establishing a homestead. Wild West trick rider Mer-
cy Newell's offer to care for his son and daughter 
seems like the perfect solution. And though it takes 
no time for Mercy to steal his children's hearts, Abel's 
is another story, because he's a single father set on 
stability and she's a wild-at-heart beauty searching 
for adventure.  

THE WISTERIA SOCIETY OF LADY SCOUNDRELS 
BK#1 $22.95 TRADE P/BACK  
INDIA HOLTON  
Dangerous Damsels series. A prim and proper lady 
thief must save her aunt from a crazed pirate and his 
dangerously charming henchman in this fantastical 
historical romance. Cecilia Bassingwaite is the ideal 
Victorian lady. She's also a thief. Like the other mem-

bers of the Wisteria Society crime sorority, she flies 
around England drinking tea, blackmailing friends, 
and acquiring treasure by interesting means. Sure, 
she has a dark and traumatic past and an overbear-
ing aunt, but all things considered, it's a pleasant 
existence. Until the men show up. Ned Lightbourne 
is a sometimes assassin who is smitten with Cecilia 
from the moment they meet. Unfortunately, that hap-
pens to be while he's under direct orders to kill her. 
His employer, Captain Morvath, who possesses a 
gothic abbey bristling with cannons and an unbridled 
hate for the world, intends to rid England of all its 
presumptuous women, starting with the Wisteria So-
ciety. Ned has plans of his own. But both men have 
made one grave mistake: Never underestimate a 
woman. When Morvath imperils the Wisteria Society, 
Cecilia is forced to team up with her handsome 
would-be assassin to save the women who raised 
her-hopefully proving, once and for all, that she's as 
much of a scoundrel as the rest of them 

YOU’VE GOT PLAID BK#3 $15.95  
ELIZA KNIGHT  
Prince Charlie’s Angels series. Bk#1 The Rebel 
Wears Plaid. This Highlander is determined to help 
his enemy's daughter get safely home, even if it 
means his own defeat… Brogan Grant, a Jacobite 
soldier and bastard son of the Chief, fought savagely 
on the battlefield, and barely escaped capture. On 
the run for his life, Brogan comes across what he 
thinks is a spy--a very bonny lass disguised as a lad, 
who happens to be the daughter of his clan's enemy. 
He admires her bravery, but he knows what can hap-
pen to a woman alone in a war-ravaged land. Lady 
Fiona MacBean is determined to do her part to en-
sure there is a Scottish king. Disguised as a healer, 
she delivers coded messages to rebels throughout 
the Highlands. There's only one thing impeding her 
mission--a striking Highlander who's determined to 
send her home. Unfortunately, Fiona will not be de-
terred. Left with little choice, Brogan agrees to join 
her mission if she agrees to return home after. Now 
the two must work together and risk everything to 
save the life of Bonnie Prince Charlie himself. If only 
their hearts weren't at risk as well... 

COMING IN JULY: 
A Duke in Time—Janna MacGregor 

Someone To Cherish—Mary Balogh 

An Extraordinary Lord—Anna Harrington 

How to Wed a Courtesan—Madeline Martin 

A Scot to the Heart—Caroline Linden 

Secrets of Lord Grayson Child—Stephanie Laurens 

His Improper Lady—Candace Camp 

The Importance of Being Wanton—Christi Caldwell 
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BEACH READ $15.95 SMALL P/BACK RELEASE  
EMILY HENRY  
A romance writer who no longer believes in love and 
a literary writer stuck in a rut engage in a summer-
long challenge that may just upend everything they 
believe about happily ever afters. Augustus Everett 
is an acclaimed author of literary fiction. January 
Andrews writes bestselling romance. When she 
pens a happily ever after, he kills off his entire cast. 
They're polar opposites. In fact, the only thing they 
have in common is that for the next three months, 
they're living in neighboring beach houses, broke, 
and bogged down with writer's block. Until, one hazy 
evening, one thing leads to another and they strike a 
deal designed to force them out of their creative ruts: 
Augustus will spend the summer writing something 
happy, and January will pen the next Great Ameri-
can Novel. She'll take him on field trips worthy of 
any rom-com montage, and he'll take her to inter-
view surviving members of a backwoods death cult 
(obviously). Everyone will finish a book and no one 
will fall in love. Really. 

BREAKING FREE BK#7 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK 
PAMELA CLARE 
Colorado High Country series. Bk#1 Barely 
Breathing. He's the one man she can't have… 
Winona Belcourt left the Pine Ridge Reservation to 
become a wildlife vet in the small Colorado mountain 
town of Scarlet Springs. She now leads a busy life 
caring for sick and injured animals and watching 
over her aging grandfather. Apart from a complete 
lack of romance, her life is close to perfect. She 
doesn't have time for dating, even if there were 
available men in tiny Scarlet who interested her. 
Then Jason Chiago comes to town, one of many 
volunteers here to help rebuild her family's summer 
camp. Tall, dark, and hot as hell, he's the friend of 
some friends and a member of the legendary Shad-
ow Wolves, an all-Native unit of expert trackers who 
patrol the US-Mexico border. Sadly, he's also taken-
or so her friends say. Winona would never get in-
volved with another woman's man. Still, she can't 
turn off the longing she feels for him-or stop herself 
from imagining the heat of his kisses. She's every-
thing he wants… As a Tohono O'odham man, Jason 
knows that life's journey is filled with unexpected 
twists and turns. Still, he never expected to be 
where he is now-his ex-fiancée in prison and his job 
with the Shadow Wolves on the line. On administra-
tive leave for taking out a killer on the wrong side of 
the border, he has come to Scarlet Springs to help 
rebuild a kids' camp that burned to the ground-and 
to clear his head before his disciplinary hearing next 
month. Yet, from the moment Winona stumbles into 
him, he can think only about her. With her big heart, 
sharp mind, and sweet face, she is everything he's 
ever desired in a woman. A love that won't be de-
nied… When a wealthy rancher asks Winona to help 
find a wolf that is killing his livestock, Jason and 

Winona join forces to solve the mystery. There have-
n't been wild wolves in Colorado for eighty years. 
But working closely side by side has consequences. 
As they move in on the wolf and uncover a more 
shocking truth, their attraction ignites into passion. 
Jason realizes he has a choice to make. He can 
either keep a vow he made long ago and break both 
of their hearts by walking away-or he can turn his 
back on his duty and his people to seize a chance at 
true happiness in the arms of the woman he loves.  

BREAKING HIS RULES $14.95 REISSUE  
LORI FOSTER 
Morgan by Lori Foster: Sheriff Morgan Hudson 
wants a wife--one who's even-tempered and sweet. 
So why can't he stop thinking about sexy, spirited 
Misty Malone? Misty doesn't intend to stay in Buck-
horn anyway--she's only here to attend her sister's 
wedding. Recently fired and keeping a very big se-
cret, she's not sure where to go next. Until the pro-
tective Morgan starts to see Misty in a whole new 
light… FREE BONUS STORY His Accidental Heir 
by Joanne Rock: When resort developer Cameron 
McNeill goes undercover to root out problems at his 
prized island property, his first discovery is the irre-
sistible concierge, Maresa Delphine. Her business 
smarts are vital to his mission. But the struggling 
single mom could help with his personal mission, 
too: fulfilling the marriage terms of his grandfather's 
will. When he proposes, can Maresa resist his brand 
of trouble in paradise?  

COWBOY FIRE BK#8 $15.95  
KIM REDFORD  
Smokin’ Hot Cowboys series. Bk#1 A Cowboy 
Firefighter for Christmas. Violet Ashwood arrives in 
Wildcat Bluff County with one agenda: convince the 
hunky Mr. July from the Wildcat Bluff Fire Rescue's 
annual benefit calendar to be the face--and body--of 
her new lonely hearts online dating service. She 
didn't count on his firm refusal, nor did she count on 
seeing him again. Until she discovers he's her new 
landlord. Kemp Lander, aka Mr. July, wants nothing 
to do with Violet's schemes to make him a model for 
her Cowboy Chat Corral, particularly once he finds 
out she fudged the truth on her rental contract by 
claiming she was a cowgirl. He's got enough prob-
lems trying to keep trespassers off his ranch and 
doesn't need the distraction of his sexy renter. All 
Violet and Kemp want is to save their livelihoods and 
have their lifelong dreams realized. But it'll take join-
ing forces and discovering they're better together to 
finally meet their goals. 

CRAZY ABOUT A COWBOY BK#3 $14.95 
DYLANN CRUSH  
Tying the Knot in Texas series. Bk#1 The Cowboy 
Says I Do. Local cowboy Jasper Taylor has to de-
cide if it's more important to help his hometown of 
Ido, Texas win a contest or for him to win the heart 
of the woman he loves. The little town of Ido, Texas, 
is up against on a search for the most romantic town 
in Texas, Ido is pulling out all the stops to win the  
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title. Leading the effort is the newly appointed hospi-
tality host Jasper Taylor. If he can secure the honor 
for Ido, he'll be able to hang onto his family's land. 
But when the reigning Miss Lovin' Texas and celebri-
ty judge, Delilah Stone, rolls into town, she isn't ex-
actly welcomed with open arms. Delilah's ready to 
put her beauty queen days behind her, and the only 
thing standing in her way is spending the next thirty 
days in Ido. It should be an easy gig, but someone in 
town is tired of all of the recent publicity. Somehow 
everything that ought to go right is suddenly going 
wrong. Now it's up to Jasper to convince Delilah to 
give Ido another chance by showing her just how 
romantic the small town can be...without losing his 
own heart in the process. 

DREAM SPINNER BK#3 $15.95  
KRISTEN ASHLEY  
Dream Team series. Bk#1 Dream Maker. Two dam-
aged souls must overcome the pain of their pasts to 
have the love they've always dreamed of. Hattie 
Yates has finally met the man of her dreams. Yet 
years of abuse from her demanding father have left 
her petrified of disappointment. She's already failed 
to reach her goal of becoming a professional balleri-
na--she can't handle the terrible consequences of 
another dream becoming a nightmare. But when a 
stalker sets their sights on Hattie, there's only one 
man she dares to hope can help . . . Axl Pantera 
knows Hattie is the only woman for him. Yet despite 
the attraction burning between them, Hattie refuses 
to let him in. The former soldier is determined to woo 
her into letting down her walls. And when danger 
comes calling, he's up against more than her wary 
and bruised heart. Axl will do anything to prove to 
Hattie that they're meant to be, but first, he'll need to 
keep her safe. 

FIGHTING THE FIRE BK#3 $25.95 TRADE P/BACK  
LAURA KAYE  
Warrior Fight Club series. Bk#1 Fighting for Every-
thing. One night is never enough... For firefighter 
Sean Riddick, Warrior Fight Club keeps the demons 
of his past at bay, even though it means seeing Dan-
iela England. Her ball-busting sarcasm drives him 
nuts, and he knows he's damaged goods anyway, 
but he can't help but remember how good they were 
together that one time. Now he wants to take her to 
the mats no matter how much they go toe to toe. ER 
nurse Daniela England has lost so much that she's 
vowed never to need anyone again. Fight club helps 
her beat back her survivor's guilt, but it means deal-
ing with Riddick. The hot-but-infuriating firefighter is 
everything she wants to avoid, which is why their one
-night stand was a mistake. Now she needs to keep 
her distance so it doesn't happen again. But when 
Dani witnesses Sean's motorcycle accident, she 
steps up to help him recover. One on one, they get 
beneath all the snark and find a connection neither 
expected. As Sean heals, the sparks between them 

burst into red-hot passion-and ignite old wounds. 
Now there are fires all around-and they have to de-
cide which they'll fight and which they'll let consume 
them. 

FOR KEEPS $14.95 2IN1 REISSUE  
MARTA PERRY  
Love when you least expect it …. Twice in a Life-
time by Marta Perry: When Georgia Lee Bodine 
learns her grandmother hired Matthew Harper to 
carry out her eccentric requests and unearth an old 
family secret, she plans to send the lawyer packing. 
But Georgia soon discovers how much the widowed 
father cares about her grandmother. And as they 
work together on the Bodine family history, the cou-
ple uncover a surprise about themselves: that love 
can strike twice in a lifetime. FREE BONUS STORY: 
Falling for Texas by Jill Lynn: Raising his or-
phaned teenage sister isn't easy for Texas rancher 
Cash Maddox. But when he asks new teacher Olivia 
Grayson for help, Cash faces an even tougher chal-
lenge. He made a promise that he wouldn't get dis-
tracted from his mission of being a good father figure. 
Yet Olivia's kindness and quick wit are drawing him 
closer every day. Could it be time to make a new 
vow...one that'll last a lifetime? 

HERONS LANDING BK#1 $16.95 REISSUE  
JOANN ROSS 
Honeymoon Harbor series. There's no place to fall 
in love like the place you left your heart … Working 
as a Las Vegas concierge, Brianna Mannion is an 
expert at making other people's wishes come true. 
It's satisfying work, but a visit home to scenic Honey-
moon Harbor turns into a permanent stay when she's 
reminded of everything she's missing: the idyllic 
small-town charm; the old Victorian house she'd al-
ways coveted; and Seth Harper, her best friend's 
widower and the neighborhood boy she once 
crushed on--hard. After years spent serving others, 
maybe Brianna's finally ready to chase dreams of her 
own. Since losing his wife, Seth has kept busy run-
ning the Harper family's renovation business and 
flying way under the social radar. But when Brianna 
hires him to convert her aging dream home into a 
romantic B and B, working together presents a heart-
stopping temptation Seth never saw coming. With 
guilt and grief his only companions for so long, he'll 
have to step out of the past long enough to recognize 
the beautiful life Brianna and he could build together. 

HIS SECOND CHANCE FAMILY AND KATIE’S RE-
DEMPTION $15.95 2IN1 REISSUE 
RAEANNE THAYNE, PATRICIA DAVIDS 
His Second-Chance Family by RaeAnne Thayne: 
Julia Blair is hoping for a fresh start. So when she 
sees an apartment-for-rent sign on Brambleberry 
House, she can't help but feel that it's a good omen. 
Having spent summers as a teen in a cottage near 
the rambling Victorian home, Julia easily pictures 
herself and her two children starting over in the one 
place that's always felt welcoming to her. When Julia 
walks up to inquire about the apartment, she finds 
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her old friend Will Garrett repairing the house. The 
memories of their young love come flooding back 
quickly, and she can't deny that she still has feelings 
for Will. But still reeling from a painful past, Julia's 
unsure if she's ready to love again… FREE BONUS 
STORY Katie's Redemption by Patricia Davids: 
After two years away, Katie Lantz returns to her 
Amish community nine months pregnant--and unmar-
ried. She nervously knocks on her family's door, fear-
ing she'll be shunned, but is surprised when a hand-
some stranger opens the door and welcomes her in. 

HOME IN CAROLINA BK#5 $16.95 REISSUE  
SHERRYL WOODS 
Sweet Magnolias series. Bk#1 Stealing Home. High 
school sweethearts Ty and Annie reunite in a star-
crossed story of love, fate, and friendship. Annie Sulli-
van had always envisioned returning to her hometown 
and starting a life with her childhood best friend, Tyler 
Townsend. But then Ty pursued a career in profes-
sional baseball and committed numerous infidelities--
including an affair that ended with a three-year-old 
son on his doorstep. His betrayal cost her the family 
and the future they'd once planned. Now Annie is 
committed to her career as a physical therapist at the 
Corner Spa, the all-female establishment run by the 
Sweet Magnolias, and finds comfort in the strong 
friendships she's forged with a new generation of 
women. When Ty returns to Serenity after a career-
ending shoulder injury, Annie must decide whether 
she's ready to forgive and forget, or if some grudges 
are meant to last. 

LOVE FOR BEGINNERS BK#7 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK 
JILL SHALVIS  
Wildstone series. Bk#1 Lost and Found Sisters. 
What would you change if you had to start your life--
and love life--over again? When Emma Harris wakes 
up from a coma she learns that her fiancé and her 
BFF have fallen in love, she's lost her job, and the life 
she knew is gone. Overwhelmed but grateful to be 
alive she starts over from scratch. Not as easy as it 
sounds, of course. But she's never been a quitter, 
even if she wishes she could quit rehab, where her 
hot but evil physical therapist, Simon, puts her through 
the wringer. Eager for a new beginning, Emma opens 
a doggy day care. Unfortunately, the only space she 
can afford is owned by her childhood nemesis Ali 
Pratt. But hey, she's been through worse, right? She 
tries to roll with the punches, but a friend drops his 
grandpa off at the doggy day care in desperation then 
on top of that, she and Ali bring the term 'frenemies' to 
a whole new level. And then another grandparent 
shows up. And another. In the midst of all that, Emma 
realizes she's accidentally fallen for Evil PT. But the 
most horrifying thing of all is that Ali just might have 
turned into the best friend she's ever had. And as Em-
ma grows from the pain of her past and takes on her 
new path, she comes to realize that life isn't what 
you're given, it's what you make of it. 

 

MAKE ME BURN BK#1 $15.95  
MARIE HARTE  
Turn Up the Heat series. These sizzling Seattle fire-
fighters are melting hearts… Reporter Avery Dearborn 
hasn't had the best day. She was filmed fending off a 
lovesick dog before being rescued from falling flat on 
her face by none other than her arch nemesis. Seattle 
firefighter Brad Battle hasn't changed at all in the five 
years since she last saw him. He's still handsome, 
hot, and charming--to everyone but her. Brad can't 
believe his bad luck to run into Avery, of all people. 
But to make matters worse, their shared chemistry on 
screen goes viral. Soon he's forced to work with her 
on live TV. The spot will help the local animal charity 
and make the fire department look good, so who is he 
to disobey a direct order to cooperate? Trust takes 
time, but as Avery and Brad come to realize they are 
different people than when they first met, anger turns 
to irresistible attraction, and hard feelings into hot sex. 
But letting the past stay in the past isn't as easy as it 
sounds. And if they're not careful, they'll both get 
burned. 

MATCH MADE IN PARADISE BK#1 $14.95  
BARBARA DUNLOP 
Paradise, Alaska Romance series. New series fea-
turing rugged Alaskan pilots who are about to meet 
their match  …. Supermodel Mia Westberg has found 
herself under the scrutiny of the paparazzi after her 
much older husband dies and leaves her his fashion 
house. In order to stay out of the public eye, she 
packs her things and leaves Los Angeles, escaping to 
visit her cousin Raven, a shipping expeditor working in 
a remote part of Alaska--where Mia is sure the tab-
loids won't follow. But she isn't ready for everything 
Paradise, Alaska throws at her: the wild animals, in-
sanely harsh weather, and a certain no-nonsense 
bush pilot. When pilot Silas Burke flies a beautiful 
blonde into town, it doesn't take him long to figure her 
out. She's a spoiled, entitled city girl who has zero 
business in the rough terrain of Alaska, where the 
storms are as unforgiving as the dangerous wildlife. 
After seeing her struggle, and against his better judg-
ment, he helps her acclimate to life in Paradise. But 
he's an impatient teacher and she's a frustrated pupil--
and nothing gets them fired up more than each other. 
Can these two polar opposites find common ground 
and possibly something more? 

ONCE UPON A PUPPY BK#2 $15.95  
LIZZIE SHANE  
Pine Hollow series. Bk#1 The Twelve Dogs of Christ-
mas. Opposites attract when a straitlaced lawyer and 
whimsical party planner must fake-date as co-parents 
of a rambunctious Irish wolfhound in the second book 
of this im-paw-ssibly charming small-town romance 
series. Connor Wyeth has a plan for everything. But 
when he adopts Maximus, an unruly Irish wolfhound 
mix, he gets more than he bargained for. If he doesn't 
act fast, the big dopey mutt is going to destroy his 
house. The only person Max ever listens to is the vol-
unteer who used to walk him at the shelter--a perenni 
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ally upbeat woman whose day job is planning prin-
cess parties for little kids. Connor couldn't ever imag-
ine that she'd be able to tame such a beast as Max, 
but he's desperate enough to try anything. Deenie 
Mitchell isn't looking forward to spending more time 
with uptight, rules-oriented Connor--no matter how 
attractive he is. But when her sister announces her 
engagement, Deenie realizes he's the perfect person 
to impress her type-A family. When she learns he 
needs a plus-one for his law firm's work events, an 
unlikely alliance is formed. But as they play the per-
fect couple, the friendship--and the feelings--that are 
forming start to feel all too real. Opposites may at-
tract, but can the man with a plan for everything and 
the misfit who makes her own rules ever find com-
mon ground? 

RANCHER’S KISS $15.95 2IN1 REISSUE  
DIANA PALMER 
Snow Kisses: Abby Shane has come home to Mon-
tana. It's a haven from the nightmares of Manhattan 
and a place to recover from the trauma that jeopard-
ized her career and left her emotionally scarred. But 
she's also come home to the painful memories of an 
all-too-brief love affair with rancher Cade McLaren. 
Now what is supposed to be a healing period for Ab-
by becomes something much different. Darling Ene-
my: Teddi Whitehall longed to escape her hectic life 
in New York, and a summer in Canada with her best 
friend's family sounded perfect. But rancher Kingston 
Devereaux made her feel anything but welcome. 
Teddi knew King was convinced she was just a frivo-
lous city girl. She also knew that the truth wasn't 
about to change his mind. So why did she feel so 
alive when he was around? 

THE ROAD TO ROSE BEND BK#1 $16.95  
NAIMA SIMONE  
Rose Bend series. If it was only about her, she 
might never have come back to Rose Bend. But it's 
not only about her anymore. Sydney Collins left the 
small Berkshires town of Rose Bend eight years ago, 
grieving her sister's death--and heartbroken over her 
parents' rejection. But now the rebel is back--newly 
divorced and pregnant--ready to face her fears and 
make a home for her child in the caring community 
she once knew. The last thing she needs is trouble. 
But trouble just set her body on fire with one hot, hot 
smile. Widower and Rose Bend mayor Coltrane Den-
nison hasn't smiled in ages. Until a chance run-in 
with Sydney Collins, who's all grown-up and making 
him want what he knows he can't have. Grief is his 
only connection to the wife and son he lost, and he 
won't give it up. Not for Sydney, not for her child, not 
for his heart. But when Sydney's ex threatens to up-
end everything she's rebuilt in Rose Bend, Cole and 
Sydney may find that a little trouble will take them 
where they never expected to go. 

 

SHOULD'VE BEEN A COWBOY BK#5 $22.95  
TRADE P/BACK REISSUE  
VICKI LEWIS THOMPSON (234 PAGES)  
Sons of Chance series. Bk#1 What a Cowboy 
Wants. Addicted to her cowboy's kisses… Tyler 
O'Connelli kissed Alex Keller goodbye and figured 
that was that. Tyler's career takes her all over the 
globe, while Alex settles in the little town of Shosho-
ne, Wyoming. But when Tyler makes a quick visit to 
see family, her reunion with Alex rekindles a fire that 
never died. Tyler is blindsided by Alex's transfor-
mation. Who knew a Stetson, snug jeans and a pair 
of boots would rocket him from cute to smokin' hot? 
Leaving him the first time was tough. Leaving him 
now is unthinkable. But she's just been offered the 
biggest promotion of her career... 

SMALL TOWN DREAMS $16.95 2IN1 REISSUE  
NORA ROBERTS  
First Impressions: Entrepreneur Vance Banning 
took a residence in rural Maryland to escape busi-
ness pressures--and relationships with women pursu-
ing his bank account. To the community, he's a 
moody, out-of-work carpenter with a chip on his 
shoulder. To next door neighbor Shane Abbott, he's 
just a man who needs a little kindness in his life. 
Vance's suspicions of the stunning beauty's intense 
interest in him start to fade when he realizes Shane's 
compassion is honest and joyful--giving his heart 
permission to experience true love. Less of a 
Stranger: Megan Miller's beloved grandfather has 
run Joyland Amusement Park her whole life. But he's 
not as young as he used to be, so she agrees to help 
him keep their family playground going even if it 
means sacrificing her own dreams. So when David 
"Katch" Katcherton thinks he can just buy Joyland 
with a quickly scrawled check, Megan isn't about to 
let some wealthy, attractive hotshot with a need for 
speed take her and Pops on a merry-go-round ride--
no matter how much fun and joy he's determined to 
bring her... 

SPRING AT SADDLE RUN BK#1 $16.95  
DELORES FOSSEN 
Last Ride, Texas series. The truth about a small-
town scandal is about to unleash one wildly unex-
pected romance… Millie Parkman Dayton is still heal-
ing from the fatal car accident that claimed her hus-
band and turned her into the focus of local gossip. 
But when she's thrown together with the attractive 
rancher who shares in her tragic past, new rumors 
begin to fly in Last Ride, Texas. Single dad Joe 
McCann is focused on running his ranch and raising 
his daughter. He has no desire to help Millie unearth 
his late wife's past, especially if it means revealing 
painful secrets. Until his daughter teams up with Mil-
lie, and the widower cowboy finds himself agreeing to 
help them with their project--and opening the door to 
a deep attraction he thought he'd never find again. 
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SUMMER AT FIREFLY BEACH BK#1 $15.95  
SMALL P/BACK REISSUE  
JENNY HALE  
Firefly Beach series. Hallie Flynn's favorite place in 
the world is her aunt Clara's beautiful beachside 
house, with its inviting wraparound porch and en-
chanting views across the sparkling turquoise 
ocean. For Hallie, going to Firefly Beach, filled with 
magical childhood memories, feels like coming 
home. But when her adored aunt passes away, Hal-
lie is left broken-hearted--until she discovers Aunt 
Clara's last letter and her final wish. Hallie is aston-
ished to find the bucket list she wrote as a young 
teenager and reluctant to step away from her adult 
responsibilities to fulfill her youthful dreams. But to 
honor her beloved aunt, Hallie agrees to embrace 
Clara's last words and abandon her predicable 
schedule for the summer. As she spends sun-filled 
days at Firefly Beach, Hallie begins to remember the 
things that matter most to her. Best of all, her child-
hood friend Ben Murray is there, supporting her eve-
ry step of the way. But when a run-in with wealthy 
newcomer Gavin leaves her questioning her future, 
Hallie is forced to face the truths buried deep in her 
heart. Can Hallie complete the bucket list and 
change her life? Or will the secret she's been keep-
ing destroy her new beginning--and her second 
chance at love? 

THE SUMMER COTTAGE BK#1 $15.95  
ANNIE RAINS  
Somerset Lake series. This summer, they'll learn 
that home is where the heart is. Somerset Lake is 
the perfect place for Trisha Langly and her son to 
start over. As the new manager for the Somerset 
Cottages, Trisha is instantly charmed by the proper-
ty's elderly residents and her firecracker of a new 
boss, Vi Fletcher. But Trisha is less enchanted by 
Vi's protective grandson Jake. No matter how tempt-
ing she finds the handsome lawyer, Trisha knows 
that if Jake discovers the truth about her past, she'll 
lose the new life she's worked so hard to build. Jake 
Fletcher left Somerset Lake after a tragic loss, but 
he's returning for the summer to care for his beloved 
grandmother, hoping Vi will sell the run-down cot-
tages and finally slow down. There's just one prob-
lem: Trisha, Vi's new employee. She's smart, beauti-
ful, and kind, but Jake's job is to protect his grand-
mother's interests, and his gut is telling him Trisha's 
hiding something that could jeopardize Vi's future. 
However, as they spend summer days renovating 
the property and bonding over their love for the 
town, Jake realizes that Trisha is a risk worth taking-
-if only she can trust him with her secrets . . . and 
her heart. Includes the bonus novella Only Home 
with You by Jeannie Chin! 

THE SUMMER SEEKERS $23.95 TRADE P/BACK  
SARAH MORGAN  
Kathleen is eighty years old. After she has a run-in 
with an intruder, her daughter wants her to move 
into a residential home. But she's not having any of 

it. What she craves--what she needs--is adventure. 
Liza is drowning in the daily stress of family life. The 
last thing she needs is her mother jetting off on a 
wild holiday, making Liza long for a solo summer of 
her own. Martha is having a quarter-life crisis. Un-
employed, unloved and uninspired, she just can't get 
her life together. But she knows something has to 
change. When Martha sees Kathleen's advertise-
ment for a driver and companion to share an epic 
road trip across America with, she decides this job 
might be the answer to her prayers. She's not the 
world's best driver, but anything has to be better 
than living with her parents. And traveling with a 
stranger? No problem. Anyway, how much trouble 
can one eighty-year-old woman be? As these wom-
en embark on the journey of a lifetime, they all dis-
cover it's never too late to start over... 

WILD LOVE BK#1 $14.95 
LAUREN ACCARDO  
Forever, Adirondacks series. When life sets fire to 
your happily ever after, you ditch your cheating boy-
friend, trade in the city life for the off-the-grid seclu-
sion of your mother's bookstore in the moun-
tains...and try to resist your attraction to the brooding 
town mechanic you accidentally got into a fender 
bender with outside the local bar. Sydney Walsh 
might be falling head over heels for the romance 
novels she's stocking up to rebuild The Loving Page, 
but she has no delusions about actually starring in 
one. That chapter has closed. Beneath Sam Kirk-
land's gruff mountain-man exterior lies a gentle heart 
and a burning desire for the woman he knows he 
can't have. He's made promises that anchor him to 
the past, making romance off-limits. And he accept-
ed that--until Sydney came crashing into his life. 
Sam can't do a relationship right now. Sydney 
doesn't have the wherewithal to believe in one. But 
even when the world seems to be doing its best to 
keep them apart, their real, one-of-a-kind love is 
worth fighting for. 

COMING IN JULY: 
A Brambleberry Summer—RaeAnne Thayne 

The Engagement Arrangement—Jaci Burton 

The Heartbreaker of Echo Pass—Maisey Yates 

The Moonglow Sisters—Lori Wilde 

Stray Hearts—Jill Shalvis 

When I Found You—Brenda Novak 

When the Stars Collide—Susan Elizabeth  

Phillips (h/cover) 

Falling in Love on Willow Creek—Debbie Mason 

The Hope Chest—Carolyn Brown 
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THE AGENT BK#3 $19.95 TRADE P/BACK  
NANCY HERKNESS  
Consultants series. Bk#1 The Money Man. Letting 
down her guard leaves a woman vulnerable to love--
and to a menacing stalker … After fleeing her abu-
sive ex, New Jersey salon owner Natalie Hart is 
reclaiming her life and self-esteem. Her fragile re-
covery doesn't need a player like former FBI agent 
Tully Gibson, no matter how tempting a fling sounds. 
Then Natalie starts receiving anonymous notes, 
each more frightening and threatening than the last. 
To help track her stalker, Natalie knows whom to 
call. Their explosive chemistry together is an emo-
tional hazard she's willing to risk. A high-powered 
security expert at KRG Consulting, Tully has intima-
cy issues of his own. The stirring hum of attraction 
he feels with his new client comes with boundaries. 
Tully's job: just keep Natalie safe. But keeping his 
distance is getting harder. Whoever is playing 
games with Natalie wants to take things one deadly 
step further. The deeper Tully and Natalie are drawn 
into danger, the closer they become. It's time for 
Natalie and Tully to face their fears--of falling in love 
and of falling prey to a vengeful killer. 

BEFORE SHE DISAPPEARED BK#1 $23.95  
TRADE P/BACK 
LISA GARDNER  
Frankie Elkin series. An ordinary woman who will 
stop at nothing to find the missing people that the 
rest of the world has forgotten …. Frankie Elkin is an 
average middle-aged woman, a recovering alcoholic 
with more regrets than belongings. But she spends 
her life doing what no one else will--searching for 
missing people the world has stopped looking for. 
When the police have given up, when the public no 
longer remembers, when the media has never paid 
attention, Frankie starts looking. A new case brings 
her to Mattapan, a Boston neighborhood with a 
rough reputation. She is searching for Angelique 
Badeau, a Haitian teenager who vanished from her 
high school months earlier. Resistance from the 
Boston PD and the victim's wary family tells Frankie 
she's on her own--and she soon learns she's asking 
questions someone doesn't want answered. But 
Frankie will stop at nothing to discover the truth, 
even if it means the next person to go missing could 
be her.  

BULLET BK#27 $35.95 HARDCOVER 
IRIS JOHANSEN  
Eve Duncan series. Bk#1 The Face of Deception. 
Eve Duncan and Joe Quinn must protect the life of a 
brilliant scientist so that she can live long enough to 
bring her discovery to the world …  Diane Connors 
is a dedicated doctor with the world's biggest secret, 
a discovery that could have shocking global ramifi-
cations. But while conducting private research trials, 
word has gotten out. The wrong people have heard 
the news and now want to hide Diane's achievement 

for their own ends. With nowhere else to turn, Diane 
finds herself on the doorstep of the last man she 
wants to ask for help: her ex-husband, Joe Quinn. 
Joe has remarried, and he and his wife, Eve Dun-
can, seem blissfully happy in their quiet, rural life 
until they are faced with the challenge of risking it all
--even their marriage itself--for the greater good.  
Now Eve is trapped in a web of murder and deceit 
as powerful enemies rush to cover up the truth, de-
termined that Diane's discovery goes with her to the 
grave--even if Eve and Joe get buried with her.  

CALLED INTO ACTION $12.95  
PARIS WYNTERS  
They'll find a way to work together. A young boy's 
life depends on it. Penelope Ramos has dreamed of 
being a K-9 search-and-rescue handler since she 
was a little girl. Armed with a quick mind and her 
German shepherd, Havoc, she rides into Maple 
Falls, Vermont, determined to get her certification. 
She isn't expecting the gruff, unreadable park ranger 
assigned to evaluate her skills. Park ranger Jay 
Gosling is a pro. It's clear to him that neither Penelo-
pe nor her unpredictable canine has what it takes … 
although his boss feels otherwise. Whatever. Jay will 
never have to work with them and he has half a 
mind to escort them both right out of town. But when 
a young boy goes missing, he doesn't have that 
luxury. Working side by side tests their tentative 
peace, but Jay and Penelope are together on one 
thing: they'll both do whatever it takes to find the 
missing child--before it's too late. 

CHAOS $16.95 SMALL P/BACK RELEASE  
IRIS JOHANSEN 
Introduces CIA agent Alisa Flynn, who is willing to 
go rogue if it means catching the most heartless 
band of criminals she's ever encountered. When CIA 
agent Alisa Flynn flaunts the rules by breaking into a 
mansion in the middle of the night, she skilfully cir-
cumvents alarms and outwits guards only to find 
herself standing in billionaire Gabe Korgan's study . . 
. busted by Korgan himself. This could cost her her 
job unless, in a split second, she can turn the tables 
and try to convince him to join her on the most im-
portant mission of her life. In a ripped-from-the-
headlines plot, schoolgirls in Africa have been kid-
napped, and Alisa knows that Korgan has the cour-
age, financial means, and high-tech weaponry to 
help rescue them. With so many innocent lives 
hanging in the balance, what she doesn't reveal is 
that one of those schoolgirls is like a little sister to 
her. But when the truth gets out, the stakes grow 
even higher. Calling in additional assistance from 
renowned horse whisperer Margaret Douglas, Alisa 
and Gabe lay their plans, only to see them descend 
into chaos as the line between right and wrong wa-
vers before them like a mirage. Every path is strewn 
with pitfalls, each likely to get them--or the hostages-
-killed. But with the help of a brave team and a horse 
with the heart of a warrior, they might just get out of 
this alive. 
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COLD CRUEL KISS BK#4 $26.95 TRADE P/BACK  
TONI ANDERSON 
Cold Justice: Crossfire series. Bk1 Cold & Deadly. 
When the daughter of the US Ambassador to Argenti-
na is kidnapped in broad daylight on Christmas Eve, 
the FBI sends one of its best negotiators to investi-
gate. Supervisory Special Agent Max Hawthorne 
arrives at an embassy thrown into chaos as US and 
local law enforcement hustle to track the young wom-
an. Is this a simple kidnap for ransom, or part of a 
political agenda? Could it be something more sinis-
ter? Lucy Aston has something to hide. Preferring to 
stay in the shadows, the lowly, fashion-challenged 
office assistant resents being assigned to help Max. 
But Max can't resist a puzzle … he's starting to sus-
pect Lucy Aston is not what she seems. When ru-
mours emerge of a suspected Russian spy operating 
out of the embassy, Lucy's carefully constructed life 
begins to crumble. As she and Max race to rescue 
the ambassador's daughter, Lucy has to do whatever 
it takes to keep her cover from being blown-even if 
that means betraying the man she's falling for.  

CREDIBLE THREAT BK#15 $16.95  
SMALL P/BACK RELEASE 
JA JANCE 
Ali Reynolds series. Bk#1 Edge of Evil. Years after 
her son's fatal overdose, grieving mother Rachel Hig-
gins learns that his addiction may have grown out of 
damage suffered at the hands of a pedophile priest 
while he was in high school. Looking for vengeance, 
she targets the Catholic Church's most visible local 
figure, Archbishop Francis Gillespie. When the arch-
bishop begins receiving anonymous threats, local 
police dismiss them, saying they're not credible. So 
he turns to his friends, Ali Reynolds and her husband, 
B. Simpson. With B. out of the country on a cyberse-
curity emergency, it's up to Ali to track down the 
source of the threats. When a shooter assassinates 
the archbishop's driver and leaves the priest himself 
severely injured, Ali forms an uneasy alliance with a 
Phoenix homicide cop in hopes of preventing another 
attack. But Ali doesn't realize that the killer has be-
come not only more unhinged but also more deter-
mined to take out his or her target. 

DEADLY SECRET $13.95 REISSUE 
BJ DANIELS, NICOLE HELM  
Undercover investigator Brittany Bo "Jinx" Clarke is 
determined to bring down a cattle rustling ring. Daw-
son Chisholm wants to retrieve his stolen cattle. To 
get what they both want, they'll have to work togeth-
er. But spending their days and nights alone--just the 
two of them against a band of thieves--presents an-
other problem for Jinx: resisting the irresistible 
Chisholm charm. And she's not sure she wants to... 
FREE BONUS STORY Stone Cold Undercover 
Agent by Nicole Helm: Jaime Alessandro fears he's 
been undercover too long. Now his only shot at de-
stroying one of Texas's largest crime organizations is 
Gabriella Torres--a "gift" from The Stallion and his 
longest-held captive. Her inside info and inspired 

moves are helping Jaime take the gang apart. But 
what he's starting to feel for the brilliant, tough- 

THE FALLEN GIRLS BK#1 $21.95 TRADE P/BACK  
KATHRYN CASEY 
Detective Clara Jefferies series. She didn't notice 
the corn stalks shiver a few feet to her right. By the 
time she looked up, the man towered above her. In a 
single movement he wrapped one thick hand around 
her waist, the other he clamped over her mouth, muf-
fling her screams. Detective Clara Jefferies has spent 
years running from her childhood in Alber, Utah. But 
when she hears that her baby sister Delilah has dis-
appeared, she knows that the peaceful community 
will be shattered, her family vulnerable, and that she 
must face up to her past and go home home. Clara 
returns to find that her mother, Ardeth, has isolated 
her family by moving to the edge of town, in the shad-
ow of the mountains. Ardeth refuses to talk to the 
police and won't let Clara through the front door, be-
lieving she and her sister-wives can protect their own. 
But Clara knows better than anyone that her mother 
isn't always capable of protecting her children. When 
Clara finds out that two more girls have disappeared, 
all last seen around the cornfields near her family's 
home, she realizes it's not just Delilah who's in dan-
ger. And then she gets a call that a body has been 
found… Clara will have to dig deep into the town's 
secrets if she's going to find Delilah. But that will 
mean confronting the reason she left. And as she 
gets closer to Delilah, she might be putting her more 
at risk... 

FEARLESS $16.95 SMALL P/BACK RELEASE  
FERN MICHAELS  
Anna Campbell is ready to take her first tentative 
steps back into the world after widowhood. On a sin-
gles cruise, she meets divorced professor Ryan Rob-
ertson, and the sparks between them are undeniable. 
Back home in West Texas, Anna and Ryan continue 
their romance, and Anna decides it's time for their 
families to meet. Anna is delighted when her daugh-
ter, Christina, hits it off with Ryan's daughter, Renée. 
The two girls are close in age and have lots in com-
mon. Ryan's son, Patrick, is college-bound and 
somewhat aloof, but Anna feels sure they'll grow 
closer in time. She happily accepts Ryan's proposal, 
confident in the bond they've formed. But the idyllic 
relationships Anna is hoping for are quickly thrown 
into doubt. Ryan and his children may not be all she 
thinks they are. And as the situation grows more des-
perate, Anna must reach deep within and draw on all 
her courage and self-reliance to fight for the family 
and home she deserves... 

HER DARK LIES $23.95 TRADE P/BACK 
JT ELLISON 
Jutting from sparkling turquoise waters off the Italian 
coast, Isle Isola is an idyllic setting for a wedding. In 
the majestic cliff-top villa owned by the wealthy 
Compton family, up-and-coming artist Claire Hunter 
will marry handsome, charming Jack Compton, sur-
rounded by close family, intimate friends...and a host  
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of dark secrets. From the moment Claire sets foot on 
the island, something seems amiss. Skeletal remains 
have just been found. There are other, newer dis-
turbances, too. Menacing texts. A ruined wedding 
dress. And one troubling shadow hanging over 
Claire's otherwise blissful relationship--the strange 
mystery surrounding Jack's first wife. Then a raging 
storm descends, the power goes out--and the real 
terror begins. 

HIDDEN TRUTHS $13.95 REISSUE 
TESS GERRITSEN, RITA HERRON  
Whistleblower by Tess Gerritsen: Victor Hollan 
emerges from the mist in front of Cathy Weaver's 
car, and his story of running from killers seems unbe-
lievable. But his claim of being a fugitive is confirmed 
by the haunted look in his eyes--and the bullet hole 
in his shoulder. And as his pursuers close in, Cathy 
has to wonder: Is she giving her trust to a man in 
danger...or trusting her life to a dangerous man? 
FREE BONUS STORY The Missing Twin by Rita 
Herron: When Madelyn Andrews came to him claim-
ing that her five-year-old daughter was able to 
"communicate" with her twin sister, who'd never 
made it home from the hospital, detective Caleb 
Walker was sceptical. Now, as he looked into what 
had really happened when Madelyn went into labor, 
suspicious details were uncovered. And the deeper 
he dug, the more determined Caleb became to bring 
a little girl home... 

KEEPING GUARD BK#2 $13.95  
SANDRA OWENS 
Operation K-9 Brothers series. Bk#1 Operation K-9 
Brothers. Finding the future they deserve will mean 
leaving the past behind… Navy SEAL Noah Alba is 
on extended leave after a terrible mistake resulted in 
the loss of his K-9 partner. He arrives in Asheville, 
North Carolina, hoping to get his head on straight 
before he returns overseas. When an old friend re-
cruits him to train service dogs for veterans, he 
doesn't feel ready. Still, rambunctious rescue dog 
Lucky is awfully hard to resist--as is the drop-dead 
stunning bride Noah encounters while hiking. When 
she finds out her fiancé is only marrying her to gain 
control of her family's brewery, Peyton Sutton's I do 
turns into a hard pass real quick. But Peyton's father 
and now-jilted ex are determined to force the match 
at any cost. Running away can only get her so far, 
until Noah--and his adorably fierce canine compan-
ion--step in as an unlikely protector. Guarding a run-
away bride in the close quarters of her downtown loft 
is no way to avoid a simmering attraction. But Peyton 
can't outrun her ex, and Noah can't outrun his past; 
they'll have to find a way to move forward together, 
or risk making another terrible mistake.  

 

 

 

LEGACY $36.95 HARDCOVER  
NORA ROBERTS 
Adrian Rizzo was seven when she met her father for 
the first time. That was the day he nearly killed her--
before her mother, Lina, stepped in. Soon after, Adri-
an was dropped off at her grandparents' house in 
Maryland, where she spent a long summer drinking 
lemonade, playing with dogs, making a new best 
friend--and developing the stirrings of a crush on her 
friend's ten-year-old brother. Lina, meanwhile, trav-
elled the country promoting her fitness brand and 
turning it into a billion-dollar business. There was no 
point in dwelling on the past. A decade later, Adrian 
has created her own line of yoga and workout vide-
os, following in Lina's footsteps but intent on main-
taining creative control. And she's just as cool-
headed and ambitious as her mother. They aren't 
close, but they're cordial--as long as neither crosses 
the other. But while Lina dismisses the death threats 
that Adrian starts getting as a routine part of her 
daughter's growing celebrity, Adrian can't help but 
find the vicious rhymes unsettling. Year after year, 
they keep arriving--the postmarks changing, but the 
menacing tone the same. They continue after she 
returns to Maryland and becomes reacquainted with 
Raylan, her childhood crush, all grown up and as 
gorgeously green-eyed as ever. Sometimes it even 
seems like the terrifying messages are indeed rou-
tine, like nothing will come of them. Until the murders 
start, and the escalation begins... 

LINEAGE MOST LETHAL BK#2 $14.95  
SMALL P/BACK RELEASE  
SC PERKINS 
Ancestry Detective series. Bk#1 Murder Once Re-
moved. t's the week before New Year's Eve and ge-
nealogist Lucy Lancaster is ready to mix work and 
play at the beautiful Hotel Sutton, enjoying herself 
while finalizing the presentation for her latest client, 
hotel heiress Pippa Sutton. Freshly arrived at the 
hotel--and determined not to think about Special 
Agent Ben Turner, who went radio silent on her after 
one date--Lucy is stopped in her tracks when a 
strange man comes staggering toward her. She 
barely has time to notice his weak, sweaty appear-
ance before he presses a classic Montblanc pen 
onto her hand, gasps, "Keep them safe," and col-
lapses at her feet, dead. When Lucy shows the foun-
tain pen to her grandfather, an avid collector and 
World War II veteran, she's in for another shock. Not 
only does Grandpa recognize the Montblanc, he also 
reveals a secret: he was an Allied spy during the war 
and the pen is both a message regarding one of his 
wartime missions and the key to reading a microdot 
left by the dead man. On the microdot is a series of 
ciphers, some decrypted to form names. Could they 
be the descendants of Grandpa's fellow spies? When 
two from the list end up murdered--including the chef 
at the Hotel Sutton--and Grandpa's life is put in jeop-
ardy, Lucy's sure she's right. And with Lucy's and 
Pippa's names possibly on the list, too, she's got to 
uncover the past to protect those in the present. 



With a secret Allied mission, old grievances, and trai-
tors hiding behind every corner, Lucy must use her 
research skills to trace the list's World War II ances-
tors and connect the dots to find a killer in their midst--
a killer who's determined to make sure some lineages 
end once and for all. 

MURDER WITH CLOTTED CREAM BK#5 $14.95  
KAREN ROSE SMITH 
Daisy’s Tea Garden Mystery. Bk#1 Murder with 
Lemon Tea Cakes. A catering job has come in for 
Daisy's Tea Garden in Pennsylvania's Amish country-
-but death will be served before dessert . . .Margaret 
Vaughn has hired Daisy to provide afternoon tea for 
her theater group. A local girl who left long ago for an 
acting career in New York, Margaret has returned 
home--with a multimillionaire husband in tow. But 
while Daisy bustles around Margaret's historic farm-
house, she senses that there's tension behind the 
scenes. Then she discovers the hostess on the floor 
of the pantry--dead and covered with clotted cream. 
Barely recovered from her previous sleuthing adven-
ture, Daisy joins forces with the former detective she's 
been dating to help solve the case. Should she cast 
suspicion on the stars of the upcoming play? Can 
Margaret's sister shine a spotlight on potential cul-
prits? Or are there clues to be found in the victim's 
past? With plenty of family stress of her own to deal 
with, all Daisy knows is she better act fast . . . 

ONCE UPON A GOTHIC $27.95 2IN1 TRADE P/BACK 
ALICIA DEAN (260 PAGES)  
Lady in the Mist: When Lily Jackson takes a job in 
Shoal Harbor, Maine as caregiver to an emotionally 
disturbed young man, she soon learns that his older 
brother--the brooding, mysterious Clinton Brecken-
ridge--does not want her there. Rumors abound 
among the locals that the eerie moans heard across 
the water are the cries of unfortunate women who 
made the mistake of becoming involved with Brecken-
ridge men. Now in danger herself, Lily must use her 
wits to solve the mystery before she suffers the same 
fate. Haunting at Spook Light Inn: Paranormal de-
bunker Camille Burditt arrives at the Spook Light Inn 
in Oklahoma to research a supernatural phenomenon 
for her latest book. There she encounters the spirit of 
a woman whose 'accidental' death was actually a 
murder. Declan Rush--the inhospitable, reclusive 
owner of the inn--is linked to the deceased woman, 
but he is less than forthcoming and, despite her grow-
ing attraction to him, Camille suspects his connection 
to the spirit might be that of killer to victim. When an-
other suspicious death occurs, Camille is desperate to 
discover if the man she's falling for is a murderer. 

OUTSIDER BK#12 $16.95 SMALL P/BACK RELEASE 
LINDA CASTILLO 
Kate Burkholder series. Bk#1 Sworn to Silence. 
While enjoying a sleigh ride with his children, Amish 
widower Adam Lengacher discovers a car stuck in a 
snowdrift and an unconscious woman inside. He calls 
upon Chief of Police Kate Burkholder for help, and 
she is surprised to recognize the driver: fellow cop 

and her former friend, Gina Colorosa. Years before, 
Kate and Gina were best friends at the police acade-
my and patrol officers in Columbus, but time and dis-
tance have taken them down two very different paths. 
Now, Gina reveals a shocking story of betrayal and 
revenge that has forced her to run for her life. She's 
desperate for protection, and the only person she can 
trust is Kate--but can Kate trust her? Or will Gina's 
dark past put them all in danger? As a blizzard bears 
down on Painters Mill, Kate helps Gina go into hiding 
on Adam's farm. While the tough-skinned Gina strug-
gles to adjust to the Amish lifestyle, Kate and state 
agent John Tomasetti delve into the incident that 
caused Gina to flee. But as Kate gets closer to the 
truth, a killer lies in wait. When violence strikes, she 
must confront a devastating truth that changes every-
thing she thought she knew not only about friendship, 
but the institution to which she's devoted her life. 

SEE SOMETHING BK#11 $15.95  
CAROL J PERRY  
Witch City Mystery. Bk#1 Caught Dead Handed. 
Salem's WICH-TV program director Lee Barrett is 
about to discover no good deed goes unpunished … 
Lee has been promoted from field reporter to program 
director. Keeping track of all the shows and managing 
the local TV personalities--including a cowboy, a 
clown, and a performing dog--has her head spinning. 
Perhaps that's what makes her take pity on the dis-
traught woman she finds sitting alone on a bench on 
the Salem common. When she realizes that the poor 
woman doesn't even know her own name, Lee takes 
her into the warmth of the home she shares with her 
Aunt Ibby and their clairvoyant gentleman cat, 
O'Ryan. Maybe Lee can use her own psychic gifts to 
divine the woman's identity. Lee's detective beau Pete 
Mondello wants to talk to the Jane Doe, but before he 
can investigate, he's called to a crime scene. A body 
has been found washed up in a narrow harbor cove. 
As harmless as her new houseguest seems, Lee can't 
help but wonder if she may be harbouring a killer... 

SHIELDING DEVYN BK#6 $24.95 TRADE P/BACK  
SUSAN STOKER (294 PAGES) 
Delta Team Two series. Bk#1 Shielding Gillian. 
When Devyn Groves needed a place to get away, she 
left her Midwestern state and headed for Texas, to the 
town where her Delta Force brother is stationed. It 
was supposed to be a brief stop, a safe and tempo-
rary refuge on the way to wherever she decided to 
settle next. Fast-forward over a year later, and she's 
made amazing friends, is working part time as a vet 
tech, and is no closer to leaving. But there's always 
the possibility...which is why she keeps Lucky, her 
brother's teammate, at arm's length. Even though it's 
the last thing she wants to do. Troy "Lucky" Schmidt 
fell for Devyn the moment he met her. She's beautiful, 
smart, funny, and stronger than she thinks, especially 
after beating a serious childhood illness. Unfortunate-
ly, she's also skittish around him, and seemingly not 
interested in a relationship of any kind. But Lucky isn't 
one to give up easily. With a little help from her broth 
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er, he slowly breaches Devyn's defenses...in a way 
even the headstrong vet tech can't resist. But when 
the very reason she fled her hometown shows up 
unexpectedly, Lucky suspects Devyn's ready to bolt 
once again. Neither believe she's in any kind of dan-
ger...until she is. Now Lucky, and the rest of his Del-
ta team, have to band together to save one of their 
own. 

TRACES OF MURDER BK#48 $12.95  
RACHEL LEE 
Conard County: The Next Generation series. 
She's about to face danger … the kind she never 
trained for. Neither elite soldier Hillary Kristiansen 
nor US Special Ops member Trace Mullen knew that 
a trip to the cemetery to mourn their shared friends' 
deaths would result in an investigation. But as they 
bond over their grief, they find themselves deter-
mined to prove that the deaths were not mere trage-
dies--they were murders. In the process, they'll ex-
pose a cover-up...and fight for their lives when an 
illicit arms dealer sets his sights on them. 

TROUBLE IN BIG TIMBER BK#5 $15.95  
BJ DANIELS  
Cardwell Ranch: Montana Legacy series. Bk#1 
Steel Resolve. When Ford Cardwell returns to Card-
well Ranch, his ability to decipher the truth will be 
tested. Plus a bonus story! Trouble in Big Timber: 
Ford Cardwell is shocked when his old flame calls 
him out of the blue--and even more so when he 
hears a gunshot. But when he accidentally loops in 
medical examiner Henrietta "Hitch" Rogers, she 
makes him wonder if he was set up to believe the 
woman was a victim. Together, they'll need to dis-
cover the truth, but looking into the case will put 
them in the sights of a killer. Twelve-Gauge Guardi-
an (Reissue): Journalist Raine Chandler is on the 
run from a killer, but her luck will change once she 
meets cowboy P.I. Cordell Winchester. In town on 
family business, he can't resist the urge to help her 
solve an abduction case long gone cold. When an-
other girl goes missing, the stakes are raised, and 
the pair will have to do whatever it takes to find the 
children before time runs out. 

THE VILLA $16.95 REISSUE  
NORA ROBERTS 
PR executive Sophia Giambelli loves her job and 
has never worried about competition. For three gen-
erations, her family's wines have been world-
renowned for their quality. But things are about to 
change at Villa Giambelli. Tereza, the matriarch, has 
announced a merger with the MacMillan family's 
winery--and Sophia will be assuming a new role. 
As a savvy businesswoman, Sophia knows she must 
be prepared for anything...but she isn't prepared for 
Tyler MacMillan. They've been ordered to work to-
gether very closely, to facilitate the merger. Sophia 
must teach Ty the finer points of marketing--and Ty, 

in turn, shows her how to get down and dirty, to use 
the sun, rain, and earth to coax the sweetest grapes 
from the vineyard. As they toil together, both in and 
out of the fields, Sophia is torn between a powerful 
attraction and a professional rivalry. At the end of the 
season, the course of the company's future--and the 
legacy of the villa--may take an entirely new direc-
tion. And when acts of sabotage threaten both the 
family business and the family itself, Sophia's quest 
will be not only for dominance, but also for survival. 

WICKED LIES $16.95 REISSUE  
LISA JACKSON, NANCY BUSH 
In the Oregon coastal hamlet of Deception Bay 
stands a mysterious lodge. Some call it the Colony; 
others whisper that it's a cult. To the women who live 
there, it's a refuge. But a when a crazed killer bent 
on his own brand of Justice sets his sights on them, 
there's no place safe to hide… If At First You Don't 
Succeed … For two years, Justice Turnbull has 
paced his room at Halo Valley Security Hospital, 
planning to escape. Justice has a mission-one that 
began with a vicious murder two decades ago. And 
there are so many others who must be sent back to 
the hell that spawned them… Kill… Laura Adderley 
didn't plan to get pregnant by her soon-to-be ex-
husband, though she'll do anything to protect her 
baby. But now reporter Harrison Frost is asking 
questions about the mysterious group of women who 
live at Siren Song lodge. Harrison hasn't figured out 
Laura's connection to the story yet. But Justice 
knows. And he is coming… Then Kill Again...All her 
life, Laura has been able to sense approaching evil. 
But that won't stop a psychopath bent on destroying 
her. Justice has been unleashed, and this time, 
there will be no place safe to hide... 

COMING IN JULY: 
The Gossip—Nancy Bush 

Murder at Sunrise Lake—Christine Feehan (h/cover) 

Trusting Molly—Susan Stoker 

Gravity—Tess Gerritsen 

The Blessed Bones—Kathryn Casey 

The Third Grave—Lisa Jackson (h/cover) 

The Cursed Girls—Caro Ramsay 

The Neighbor—Lisa Gardner 

The Perfect Murder—Kat Martin (h/cover) 

The Chase—Lisa Harris 
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CHANCE OF A LIFETIME BK#1 $16.95  
SMALL P/BACK RELEASE  
JUDE DEVERAUX, TARA SHEETS 
Providence Falls series. In one century she loved 
him madly, and in another she wants nothing to do 
with him … In 1844 Ireland, Liam O'Connor, a rogue 
and a thief, fell madly in love with a squire's daughter 
and unwittingly altered the future. Shy and naive Cora 
McLeod thought Liam was the answer to her prayers. 
But the angels disagreed and they've been waiting for 
the right moment in time to step in. Now Liam finds 
himself reunited with his beloved Cora in Providence 
Falls, North Carolina. The angels have given Liam a 
task. He must make sure Cora falls in love with anoth-
er man--the one she was supposed to marry before 
Liam interfered. But this Cora is very different from 
the innocent girl who fell for Liam in the past. She's a 
cop and has a confidence and independence he was-
n't expecting. She doesn't remember Liam or their 
past lives, nor is she impressed with his attempts to 
guide her in any way. Liam wants Cora for himself, 
but with his soul hanging in the balance, he must 
choose between a stolen moment in time or an eterni-
ty of damnation. 

CYBORG PROTECTORS VOL 2 BKS#5-8 $23.95  
TRADE P/BACK 
ALYSE ANDERS  
Cyborg Protectors series. Bks#1-4 Cyborg Protec-
tors Vol 1.  The prison had no name. Its cruelty sur-
passed even its reputation, its reality far harsher. The 
Grus and aliens who passed through the thick metal 
doors and down the transportation tube far beneath 
the planet's surface rarely survived to see the end of 
their sentences. Life in the prison was nasty, brutish, 
and often, short, even for the cyborgs who ran the 
facility. They had long ago given up on happiness. 
Then the humans came and changed their lives forev-
er. Four fated mates. Four stories of love that trans-
cends time and space. Contains the novellas: 
Chained to the Cyborg; Freed by the Cyborg; Ex-
posed by the Cyborg; Redeemed by the Cyborg. 

DARKNESS BETRAYED BK#17 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK 
ALEXANDRA IVY 
Guardians of Eternity series. Bk#1 When Darkness 
Comes. When a conspiracy threatens what's most 
precious to The Guardians of Eternity, they must de-
pend upon their one-time enemy . . . Once, Brigette 
was the conduit through which the ultimate evil 
reached Earth. Now she's just a lonely Were isolated 
in an Irish cottage, cut off from her animal and hu-
manity alike. When a band of rebels approach her to 
take down the king of the vampires, she knows deny-
ing them means certain death--but even if she warns 
the king, he may not listen to the likes of her. From 
the moment Xi slips into Brigette's bedroom to escort 
her to his king, he sees the heartbreak that hides be-
hind her guilt. The elusive vampire has fought for cen-
turies to master his own regrets, and his word will 

convince the king to value hers. Neither can escape 
the attraction between them, even as partners on an 
undercover mission. But there's no room for pleasure 
when their work might redeem her to the Guardians 
completely--or send them to the death they've evaded 
for so long . . . 

DRAGONBLIGHT BK#5 $19.95 TRADE P/BACK  
KATIE MACALISTER (244 PAGES)  
Dragon Fall series. Bk#1 Dragon Fall. Seven wy-
verns, six dragon mates, and a mouthy demon named 
Jim… When word comes that a demon lord plans to 
curse all of dragonkin, Aisling, Drake, and the rest of 
the weyr take immediate action. But before they can 
find out just who is behind the threat, and why the 
curse is being cast, the red dragons disappear, leav-
ing behind oddly familiar-but deadly-new foes. The 
weyr bands together to repel the attacks and save the 
future of all dragons, but not before they lose one of 
their own. With demon-dragon hybrids trying to kill 
them, a demon lord weaving the biggest curse ever 
created, and the destruction of an entire sept, the 
wyverns unleash their collective wrath against the 
Dragonblight that could obliterate them all. 

ENTRANCING THE EARL BK#5 $22.95 TRADE P/BACK 
PATRICIA RICE 
School of Magic series. Bk#1 Lessons in Enchant-
ment. Can an impoverished earl find treasure with the 
aid of a runaway bride and a ghost? Refusing to fill 
her drunken stepfather's coffers by marrying a 
wealthy American, Lady Iona Malcolm Ross flees her 
Highland estate for Wystan castle, a home for stray 
Malcolm females. She's quite content to tend her pre-
cious queen bee and hives there-until the day the 
castle's owner returns. Unless Gerard, Earl of Ives 
and Wystan, can squeeze more income out of his 
estate, he'll have to close the family's deteriorating 
castle and evict the tenants. The sharp-tongued bee-
keeper who nearly kills him with her bees is simply 
another good reason. But lately, an artefact in his 
pocket weirdly whispers of treasure at Wystan, in the 
knowledgeable voice of a Roman soldier. A busy man 
with interests in law and archaeology, Gerard isn't 
much inclined to believe that he's one of his family's 
psychic eccentrics. Until news of a ten-thousand 
pound reward for the return of Lady Iona, a runaway 
bride, introduces a whole new perspective to the word 
treasure. Even if he weren't allergic to Iona's bees, he 
needs to marry money, and she is penniless. But 
surely, between them, they can claim the reward and 
still turn her wicked stepfather's plot on its head-
without endangering their lives or hearts. 

FROM SUITS TO KILTS BK#1 $27.95 TRADE P/BACK 
CALLIE BERKHAM (228 PAGES)  
Time Orb series. She travelled back in time to find 
her father. Will she find true love in the past? Briana 
Brockhurst is desperate to find her father-desperate 
enough to travel to the 7th century. Her quest for an-
swers takes a wild turn when she is captured by slave 
traders and loses the time orb. Sir Horland had his  
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own mission to accomplish when he comes across 
slave traders. As a knight of the King's realm, he is 
bound by honor to save the woman the brigands 
have captured. After that, the mysterious woman is 
on her own, no matter how he is drawn to her. When 
Bree learns Sir Horland is meeting her father, she 
insists on traveling together. The stubborn knight 
could be her only hope. She already lost the time orb; 
will she lose her heart as well? 

THE LAST WARRIOR BK#13 $21.95 TRADE P/BACK 
JENNIFER ASHLEY 
Shifters Unbound series. Bk#1 Pride Mates. 
Rhianne, daughter of the powerful Lady Aisling, is in 
a jam. She's been imprisoned by an ambitious Fae 
lord, who is abetted by Rhianne's ruthless and cruel 
father. Her prison door is shattered by an incredibly 
powerful creature, who in a flash settles into the 
guise of a handsome man with a warm smile. He tells 
her his name is Ben and that he's been sent to be 
her guide and a protector. Ben, the last of a warrior 
race destroyed by the Fae, has lived a thousand 
years in exile and now has found a place among the 
Shifters. He's the caretaker of a sentient house out-
side New Orleans, and the Shifters turn to him when 
they're in dire trouble. Even so, Ben is aware of his 
aloneness, his people gone forever.Ben escorts 
Rhianne to his world to keep her safe. Rhianne is 
reluctant to trust her fate to him, but she soon finds 
the human world, the Shifters, and most of all Ben, 
have captured her fascination, and her heart. When 
her own strange powers awaken within her, Ben is 
the only one she can turn to for help. But will assist-
ing her put Ben in the most danger he's ever faced? 

PROVOKED BK#5 $21.95 TRADE P/BACK 
TANA STONE (246 PAGES) 
Raider Warlords of the Vandar series. Bk#1 Pos-
sessed. I snuck onto the wrong ship. Now I'm at the 
mercy of the most terrifying and deadly of the Vandar 
warlords-and he refuses to let me go. Running away 
and joining my sister and her Vandar mate seemed 
like a great idea. Until I stowed away on the wrong 
ship. Now I'm on a Vandar warbird flying far away 
from my home planet, but my sister is nowhere in 
sight. Instead, I'm trapped with the Vandar warlord 
they call the Deranged Raas. They whisper that he's 
insane, and when I meet the menacing alien, I under-
stand why. The dark and ruthless warlord might be 
huge and gorgeous, but he also rules with absolute 
power and domination. He and his crew live and fight 
in the remotest part of the galaxy, where there are no 
rules and no mercy. It's where he plans to take me 
unless I can convince him to let me go. Raas Vassim 
does not tolerate stowaways or challenge. But I didn't 
run away from one controlling life to end up in anoth-
er. No way will I submit to his commands-even if his 
touch provokes feelings I've never experienced be-
fore. Although I fear his darkness, it also stokes a fire 
deep within me. And makes me want to delve be-

neath his dominant and savage exterior. All I need to 
do to get away from the Raas is to send a message 
to my sister, which he'll let me do. For a price. But is 
submitting to him a price I'm willing to pay? 

REBEL’S KARMA BK#13 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK 
REBECCA ZANETTI 
Dark Protectors series. Bk#1 Fated. There's no 
denying destiny . . .For too long, Benjamin Reese 
has masked his deadly skills and temper with loyalty 
and humor. A vampire-demon hybrid, he fiercely pro-
tects his family, guards his brothers, and destroys the 
enemy without mercy. But when he discovers one 
fragile, beautiful blonde--a woman once mated to a 
Kurjan, no less--every primal instinct he has buried 
for centuries roars to life. With the mating mark she 
roused on his hand entwining their fates, no one will 
prevent him from keeping her safe and making her 
his, forever . . .Or desire . . .Karma wishes she could 
remember her last name. Or if she even had one. All 
she has in this confusing new world is a desperate 
duty to save the innocent. That means destroying the 
dark, dangerous, and desirable Benjamin Reese and 
everything he loves--an impossible task even before 
his touch arouses a passionate hunger she can't 
afford. She's certain a deadly enemy watches her 
every move, but it's not until Benny kisses her that 
she tastes true danger...  

SHADOW STORM BK#6 $15.95 
CHRISTINE FEEHAN 
Shadow Riders series. Bk#1 Shadow Rider. A long-
simmering feud between two families comes to a 
head … As the youngest member of the Ferraro fam-
ily, Emmanuelle has watched each of her brothers 
find happiness in love while her own heart was shat-
tered by a lover's betrayal. For two years she's 
stayed as far away from Valentino Saldi as possible--
until she learns that he's been shot during a hostile 
takeover of his family's territory. Emme's first instinct 
is to call her brother Stefano for help, and soon the 
entire Ferraro clan arrives to bring Val back from the 
brink of death and protect the Saldis from further 
attack. With one choice Emme has re-exposed her-
self to Val's intoxicating pull and dragged her family 
into the Saldis' private war. A deadly storm is brew-
ing, and only time will tell who survives... 

UNDERCOVER WOLF BK#2 $15.95  
PAIGE TYLER  
STAT series. Bk#1 Wolf Under Fire. These two are 
going to have to reconsider everything they know… 
Alpha werewolf Harley Grant isn't exactly comfortable 
with her inner wolf. Even though she's on a STAT 
Team where she can use her abilities openly, she 
refuses to do so, putting herself and sometimes them 
at risk. Alpha werewolf Sawyer Bishop would give 
anything for his MI6 team to know about his inner 
wolf, but his teammates are mistrustful of anyone or 
anything with inhuman abilities. When he meets Har-
ley on an overlapping case and realizes she's a fel-
low wolf, he's more than a little intrigued. Now that 
STAT and MI6 have to team up to stop a crew of 



 

supernatural bad guys intent on causing a nuclear 
meltdown, Harley can no longer deny her wolf and 
Sawyer can no longer hide his. As they grow closer 
to resolving the case and grow closer to each other, 
they discover things aren't what they seem and re-
venge could cost them their lives. 

THE UNFORGIVEN BK#33 $16.95 
HEATHER GRAHAM 
Krewe of Hunters series. Bk#1 Phantom Evil. A 
tragic past. An uncertain future … Twelve years after 
the grisly murder of her parents, Kaitlyn Delaney has 
finally found peace. She has friends, a good job, a 
place to call home and a new life to live. But then a 
shadow creeps in from Katie's past, reminding her 
that she will never completely escape its terrifying 
grip. When private investigator Dan Oliver is called to 
the scene of a gruesome crime in New Orleans, he 
can't help but hear echoes of the Delaney case, the 
unsolved murder that made him leave law enforce-
ment. As he digs deeper, he unearths more chilling 
similarities--including mysterious letters connecting 
the killer to a string of murders that terrorized the Big 
Easy in 1919. Now reunited after all this time, Dan 
and Katie scour the streets together, desperate to 
find answers before more lives are lost. But the other-
worldly roots of this evil run far deeper than they ever 
imagined...and only the most precious of sacrifices 
will bring its twisted reign to an end.  

THE WOLF WORE PLAID BK#6 $15.95 
TERRY SPEAR 
Highland Wolf series. An overprotective wolf meets 
his match in the Scottish Highlands of today… 
Heather MacNeil has never backed down from a 
fight. So when some shady shifters from a neighbor-
ing enemy clan come looking for trouble, she refuses 
to feed their satisfaction. There's only one wolf that 
makes her go soft… For packmate Enrick MacQuar-
rie, the work as second-in-command never ends--as 
the feud ignites, clan security is more vital than ever. 
But a certain unpredictable, feisty Highland lass is 
determined to stand up to the aggressors, and Enrick 
is equally determined to protect her. The action builds 
as Heather and Enrick grow closer, but will they be 
willing to sacrifice their wild friendship for true love? 

COMING IN JULY:  
Fury of Persuasion—Coreene Callahan 

Heartless—Gena Showalter 

Million Dollar Demon—Kim Harrison 

The First Starfighter—Grace Goodwin 

Conjure Web—Yasmine Galenorn 

Cast in Conflict—Michelle Sagara 

Crouching Vampire Hidden Fang— 

Katie MacAlister (reissue) 

 

 

 

 

 

EROTIC & ROMANTICA 

IMMERSED IN PLEASURE/SUBMIT TO DESIRE $19.95 
TRADE P/BACK  
TIFFANY REISZ 
Original Sinners series. In the first story, Immersed 
In Pleasure, the Manhattan Mermaids-all of whom 
are virgins-entertain wealthy, powerful men in an 
exclusive club called Fathoms. Derek Prince doesn't 
believe they really exist, until he meets the stunningly 
sensual Xenia. The attraction is mutual. Unfortunate-
ly, giving in to temptation means the end of her life at 
Fathoms. And in Submit To Desire, Charlotte Brand 
is tired of dull boyfriends and boring sex. Kingsley 
Edge, who owns clubs rumored to supply more than 
just cocktails, seems just the man to revive her: in-
tense, sophisticated...and looking for a submissive he 
can train for an elite client. Soon, they are engaged in 
a series of lessons that test her darkest desires.... 

THE LAST GOOD KNIGHT $19.95 TRADE P/BACK 
TIFFANY REISZ   
Original Sinners/Last Good Knight series. When 
Mistress Nora, newly separated from her lover Søren, 
encounters a sexy newcomer at the 8th Circle it is 
lust at first sight.  She's happy for the distraction, 
since she left her lover, Søren, but when her session 
with Lance is cut short by Kingsley Edge, Nora vows 
to seduce the gorgeous submissive, even if it goes 
against all of Kingsley's orders. 

MY CRUEL SALVATION BK#3 $23.95 TRADE P/BACK 
J KENNER 
Fallen Saint series. Bk#1 My Fallen Saint. He'll keep 
her safe, no matter the price. Investigative reporter 
Ellie Holmes has uncovered billionaire Devlin Saint's 
dark and dangerous secrets, and he has both 
stripped away her protective armor and tamed the 
wildness within her. Bound by a shared past and the 
hope of a blissful future, they grow even closer, each 
exposing more of themselves as their love deepens. 
But now that Devlin's true identity has been publicly 
revealed, old enemies appear, intent on destroying 
Devlin. And while he vows to enlist all of his re-
sources to protect her, Ellie soon realizes that the 
only way to save them both is to take the last, final 
step to fully join Devlin in the dark. 

NEON GODS BK#1 $22.95 TRADE P/BACK 
KATEE ROBERT  
Dark Olympus series. He was supposed to be a 
myth. But from the moment I crossed the River Styx 
and fell under his dark spell...he was, quite simply, 
mine. “A scorchingly hot modern retelling of Hades 
and Persephone that's as sinful as it is sweet.” Socie-
ty darling Persephone Dimitriou plans to flee the ultra
-modern city of Olympus and start over far from the 
backstabbing politics of the Thirteen Houses. But all 
that's ripped away when her mother ambushes her 
with an engagement to Zeus, the dangerous power 
behind their glittering city's dark facade. With no op-
tions left, Persephone flees to the forbidden undercity 
and makes a devil's bargain with a man she once  
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believed a myth...a man who awakens her to a world 
she never knew existed. Hades has spent his life in 
the shadows, and he has no intention of stepping into 
the light. But when he finds that Persephone can offer 
a little slice of the revenge he's spent years craving, 
it's all the excuse he needs to help her--for a price. 
Yet every breathless night spent tangled together has 
given Hades a taste for Persephone, and he'll go to 
war with Olympus itself to keep her close... 

THE RIVAL BK#2 $19.95 TRADE P/BACK  
KENDALL RYAN 
Looking to Score series. Bk#1 The Rebel.  Dump 
my cheating ex? Check. Land an amazing job with 
Boston's professional hockey franchise? Check. Fall 
stupidly in love with hockey's favorite bad boy? Ugh. 
After wasting years of my life with the wrong person, I 
told myself all I wanted was a little no-strings fun. 
Enter Alex Braun-the wealthy, handsome, and notori-
ous playboy who is equal parts charming, and dan-
gerous as hell to my wounded heart. After enduring a 
very public breakup of his own, the sexy player 
doesn't want to be anyone's forever. Too bad he bar-
relled his way into my heart, instead of just my bed. 
But this professional athlete knows a thing or two 
about competing, and he won't let go so easily. Warn-
ing: This romance contains one grumpy, emotionally 
damaged, but gorgeous-as-hell hockey player, and a 
whip-smart, hardworking heroine who has never quite 
fit in. It should only be read by those who like their 
men brawny and their romances red-hot! 

SIMPLY SENSUAL BK#3 $24.95  
TRADE P/BACK REISSUE  
CARLY PHILLIPS  
Simply series. Bk#1 Simply Sinful. Do the job. Take 
the money and run. Until, in a flash, love changes 
everything … In retrospect, Ben Callahan should 
have known this job was trouble. Way more than his 
normal P.I. fee and unlimited expenses, just to watch 
over one woman and report back? Alarm bells should 
have sent him running back to New York. But with his 
Mom needing assisted living care, Ben takes Emma 
Montgomery's tempting offer to watch over her grand-
daughter. Then he meets Grace, a golden-haired 
princess. Gifted, gorgeous, reckless. And a serious 
threat to his sanity as well as his libido. Determined to 
prove she can support herself with her camera, Grace 
Montgomery hasn't touched her trust fund in months. 
It's a struggle, but she's free-free of stifling small-town 
society, free to do what she wants. And right now, 
she wants to explore her long-repressed sexuality 
with her hot new neighbor. As Grace sheds her inhibi-
tions faster than a high-speed shutter, Ben finds him-
self breaking his own rules for a woman full of unex-
pected secrets and thousand-watt sensuality. But 
when Grace discovers who's signing Ben's paycheck, 
her heart could be too broken for his love to repair. 

 

SIMPLY SEXY BK#5 $24.95 TRADE P/BACK 
CARLY PHILLIPS  
Simply series. Bk#1 Simply Sinful. retrospect, Rina 
Lowell should have known that Emma Montgomery's 
mistletoe was a matchmaking ploy. Rina is new to 
Ashford, to her newspaper job, to her whole life. And 
she can't wait to write "Hot Stuff", a series of columns 
that will definitively pin down what men really want. 
When Emma manoeuvres her under that pesky sprig 
of evergreen with Ashford's prodigal son, Rina can't 
resist the chance to plant one on that dark-haired, 
blue-eyed man's sensual mouth. She never expected 
that kiss to go down like a shot of fine tequila. The 
man is perfect for her, or so she thinks. When his 
adoptive father Joe falls ill, globetrotting news report-
er Colin Lyons doesn't hesitate to drop everything to 
fly home and take over Joe's baby, the Ashford 
Times. He's only got until New Year's to save this 
sinking ship, and to do that, he needs an ally. Rina, 
with her sparkling brown eyes and frumpy clothes that 
make his fingers itch to discover what's underneath, 
is the perfect target to help him. He never expected 
one kiss to take his simple plan to save the Times 
and tie it into impossible knots...  

WICKED AND TRUE BK#4 $26.95 TRADE P/BACK  
SHAYLA BLACK 
Wicked & Devoted series. Bk#1 Wicked As Sin.  For 
agonizing months, Chase "Zyron" Garrett has been 
forbidden from touching Tessa, the pretty office assis-
tant who makes him burn. But when danger strikes 
EM Security Management and top-secret information 
is leaked, it's obvious the team has a mole...and the 
evidence points to the woman he's fallen for. The 
bosses demand he investigate her, so he resolves to 
stop at nothing, even stripping her bare-body and 
soul-for the truth. Tessa Lawrence has known heart-
break in the past, but Zy has always been her 
staunchest protector. Since he was contractually off-
limits, the Southern, sassy single mom clung to her 
friendship with the daring demolitions expert who'd 
stolen her heart and focused on making the best life 
for her daughter. But when the barriers between her 
and Zy are suddenly gone, she welcomes him into 
her bed, not realizing she's giving him the power to 
destroy her. Or that the enemy is watching. Then the 
unthinkable happens, and Tessa is forced to make 
the most gut-wrenching choice of her life. Will their 
love survive the betrayal or will their future end before 
it's even begun? 

COMING IN JULY: 
The Auction—Tiffany Reisz 

Freed—Helen Hardt 

The Boss—Penelope Sky 

Big Bad Wolf—Jenika Snow 



 

BARGAIN BASEMENT 

ARE YOU SCARED YET? BK#2 $3.95  
HUNTER MORGAN (SUSPENSE) 
Stephen Kill series. The police label them "victims," 
but she only sees them as depraved sinners. With 
each death, she rids the world of another mon-
ster...but not before offering them a chance to repent, 
atoning with their agony for the evil they committed. 
Delilah Swift is on a career and personal high--
recently promoted to detective in Stephen Kill, Dela-
ware, and becoming involved with the chief of police, 
Snowden Callowey. But happiness turns to dread 
when bodies surface in a local pond--all dead long 
before they reached the water. Delilah knows the 
hallmarks of serial murders, and each gruesome dis-
covery points to a twisted psychopath growing bolder 
and more brutal. In this town full of secrets, a cold-
blooded killer is acting as judge and executioner. 
Anonymous notes--harmless at first, then increasing-
ly sinister--appear in Delilah's mailbox. But the closer 
Delilah gets to the truth, the higher the stakes. Be-
cause Delilah has a secret of her own and it could be 
the death of her... 

AT ANY COST $3.95  
MANDY BAXTER (CONTEMPORARY) 
Fast, cunning, and driven, he'll do whatever it takes 
to nail the most violent federal perps. But she is the 
one danger he'll never see coming … US Marshals 
series Bk#4. She can't remember when she wasn't 
afraid. She can't go to the police. And "Olivia Gal-
lagher" is only a day away from fleeing her Idaho 
wilderness life before biker gang leader Joel Meecum 
finally catches up with her. So keeping her rugged 
new neighbor at arm's length is the only safe play. 
Until Livy can't resist one last hungry chance to feel 
alive… For U.S. Marshal Nick Brady, taking his vaca-
tion next door to Meecum's ex-girlfriend seemed the 
smartest way to find him. But suddenly, nothing is 
making sense. How could this feisty, straight-talking 
brunette ever get mixed up with Meecum's brutal 
crew? And why is he breaking his oath and getting so 
close that all he wants is to keep her safe? Now as 
the clock ticks, Nick and Livy's only chance at escape 
may be the one they  MSU $3.95 Small   

BLAZE BK#2 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK  
JOAN SWAN (CONTEMPORARY)  
Phoenix Rising series. The hotter they come, the 
harder they fall… … Ever since FBI agent Keira 
O’Shay started tracking a young boy named Mateo, 
she’s felt a connection even her empathic abilities 
can’t explain. She needs to save Mateo from the cult 
leader holding him hostage. Nothing can interfere 
with that—not even the reappearance of Luke Ran-
som, the hot-as-hell fire captain she’s regretted walk-
ing out on for three long years. Losing Keira left Luke 
vulnerable—in every way. When they were together, 
the powers each possesses were mysteriously en-
hanced. But it’s the sexy, surprising woman beneath 
the tough exterior that Luke’s really missed. Even if 

she betrayed him utterly. And even if agreeing to help 
her uncover a government conspiracy means watch-
ing his life and his heart go up in flames again…  

BLOOD RED BK#1 $3.95 
WENDY CORSI STAUB (SUSPENSE) 
Mundy's Landing series. The razor's gleaming 
blade slices effortlessly through skin and tendon, and 
he relishes the final anguished moments of his prey. 
There's only one thing he prizes more: their long, 
silken strands of red hair. But these women are 
merely stand-ins . . . a prelude to his ultimate victim. 
Nestled in New York's Hudson Valley, Mundy's Land-
ing is famous for its picturesque setting—and for a 
century-old string of gruesome unsolved murders. 
Rowan returned to her hometown years ago, fleeing 
a momentary mistake that could have destroyed her 
family. Life is good here. Peaceful. Until an anony-
mous gift brings Rowan's fears to life again. The 
town's violent history was just the beginning. Soon 
everyone in Mundy's Landing will know that the past 
cannot be forgotten or forgiven—not until every sin 
has been paid for, in blood. 

THE BRONZED HAWK BK#2 $3.95  
IRIS JOHANSEN (CONTEMPORARY)  
Reluctant Lark series. Kelly would get her story and 
prove herself to her editor -- even if it meant using a 
bit of blackmail. She'd try anything to get dashing 
inventor-genius Nick O'Brien to take her along in his 
experimental balloon to Mexico. And though Nick 
saw through her ruse, he figured she'd provide a few 
distractions while they floated through the strato-
sphere... but even he never suspected the sparks 
their meeting would generate and the unexpected 
consequences of their fiery caresses. Nick had al-
ways trusted his fate to the four winds and the seven 
seas... until a feisty, golden-haired lady clipped his 
wings by losing herself in his arms.…  

CRAZY SWEET FINE $3.95  
RACHEL GIBSON, CANDIS TERRY, JENNIFER BER-
NARD (CONTEMPORARY) 
Crazy On You by Rachel Gibson: Newly single Lily 
Darlington is starting over after a messy divorce, and 
the gorgeous police officer next door is hoping for a 
chance to protect, serve . . . and love. Home Sweet 
Home by Candis Terry: Lt. Aiden Marshall has re-
turned to Sweet, Texas, where the woman he's al-
ways loved is waiting to make it a homecoming to 
remember . . . One Fine Fireman by Jennifer Ber-
nard: Fireman Kirk is nicknamed Thor for his Viking 
good looks—but whenever he's around Maribel he 
turns to mush. Can a feisty puppy and an even feisti-
er little boy help them find the true love they both so 
richly deserve? 

DARKEST JOURNEY BK#20 $3.95  
HEATHER GRAHAM (PARANORMAL SUSPENSE)) 
Krewe of Hunters series. They say it's about the 
journey, not the destination… Charlene "Charlie" 
Moreau is back in St. Francisville, Louisiana, to work 
on a movie. One night, she stumbles across the body 
of a Civil War reenactor, the second murdered in two  
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days. Charlie is shocked to learn that her father—a 
guide on the Journey, a historic paddle wheeler that's 
sponsoring the reenactment—is a suspect.   
Meanwhile, Ethan Delaney, new to the FBI's Krewe 
of Hunters, is brought in on the case. He and Charlie 
have a history of their own, dating back to when he 
rescued her from a graveyard—led there by a Con-
federate ghost! Charlie arranges a Mississippi River 
cruise so she and Ethan can get close to the reenac-
tors, find out who knows what, who has a motive. 
They discover a lot more as they resume the relation-
ship that ended ten years ago…but might die, along 
with them, on the Journey. 

THE DEVIL’S NECKLACE BK#2 $3.95 
KAT MARTIN (HISTORICAL) 
Necklace Trilogy. Ethan Sharpe is a privateer for 
the British government who has been held prisoner 
by the French for the last year. Ethan is embittered 
by the cruelties he faced in prison and is bent on 
revenge against Harmon Jeffries, the traitor responsi-
ble for his capture. When he abducts Grace Chastain 
who he believes to be Jeffries' mistress, unexpected 
emotions surface that he cannot deny-except Grace 
is not what she seems. 

DRIVEN BY FIRE BK#2 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK  
ANNE STUART (SUSPENSE)  
Fire series. Pro bono lawyer Jenny Parker is the 
only true innocent in her family. The daughter of a 
New Orleans crime lord, she’s tried for years to make 
her own way, but family ties always manage to pull 
her back in line. When her youngest brother gets 
involved in human trafficking, Jenny wants to believe 
him innocent and tries to protect him, even though it 
means covering for his crimes. Matthew Ryder knows 
Jenny is hiding something, and he couldn’t care less 
about her motives. As a member of the Committee, a 
covert anticrime agency, he’s dealt with the worst the 
world has to offer. To him, Jenny is just another crim-
inal. But when she asks for help, things turn danger-
ous quickly, and though he can’t trust her, he can’t 
turn her away. Now, Jenny and Ryder must head to 
South America to stop the trafficking ring. To find the 
truth, they’ll have to survive untamed jungles, hostile 
rebels, crushing betrayals, and—perhaps most dan-
gerous—the fire of their undeniable attraction. 

DROWNING TIDES BK#2 $3.95 
KAREN HARPER (SUSPENSE) 
South Shores series. When forensic psychologist 
Claire Britten started working with lawyer Nick Mark-
wood on his South Shores project, she had no idea it 
would endanger her life - and the life of her daughter. 
But when the little girl goes missing from her South 
Florida home and Nick insists his longtime nemesis is 
to blame, Claire frantically follows the trail to the Cay-
man Islands, desperate to save her daughter before 
it's too late. Nick always knew the man who staged 
his father's "suicide" was out to get him, but kidnap-

ping the child of someone he cares about is despica-
ble. Finding the billionaire criminal is one thing - 
meeting his demands in order to save Claire's daugh-
ter is quite another. What he wants threatens their 
professional and personal interests beyond imagina-
tion - but what choice do they have when a child's life 
is on the line? 

DYING FOR YOU BK#30 $3.95  
BEVERLY BARTON (SUSPENSE) 
Protectors series.. All private security agent Lucie 
Evans wanted was a fresh start--and the chance to 
show Sawyer McNamara, her ex-boss, that she no 
longer craved his absolution for a crime she didn't 
commit. So when the offer of a trip to South America 
as the personal bodyguard to a billionaire heiress 
came up, Lucie jumped at the prospect of leaving the 
Dundee Agency behind. Then the nightmare began. 
Kidnapped in a case of mistaken identity, suddenly 
Lucie's only hope of survival rested with the one man 
she never wanted to see again.... Sawyer had spent 
years convincing himself that all he felt for Lucie was 
contempt--but with her life at stake, he was forced to 
face his true feelings. Though it may be a case of too 
little, too late. Because Lucie's captor wouldn't rest 
until she was silenced...once and for all. 

ENDLESS HEART BK#3 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK  
EMMA LANG (HISTORICAL) 
Heart series. She’s learning to live. He’s forgotten 
how. Love will be their teacher. Lettie Brown has 
lived in the shadow of violence. After escaping her 
brutal past, she’s finally at home in Forestville, Wyo-
ming, where she would live a normal life—if she 
knew how. She’s content working at The Blue Plate 
and printing the town newspaper, if not happy. Then 
a stranger stumbles into her world and turns every-
thing upside down. Shane Murphy is a shell of a 
man, destroyed by the aftermath of the war, his per-
sonal tragedies and a penchant for cheap whiskey. 
When he lands, literally, on Lettie’s feet, his future 
takes a hard right turn. As they fumble through a rela-
tionship that should not have been, a deep love takes 
root, one that cannot be denied. Together they dis-
cover a bond as unbreakable as steel and as undeni-
able as life itself—until the past rears its ugly head 
and threatens the happiness they’ve found in each 
other. 

ENEMY LOVER BK#1 $3.95  
KARIN HARLOW (SUSPENSE) 
L.O.S.T. series.. When you have no alternative, then 
you call in L.O.S.T. Because with the Last Option 
Special Team, it's do or die. . . . It's Jax Cassidy's 
first mission for L.O.S.T. - one that will give the for-
mer cop who went rogue a chance to prove herself. 
Her assignment: gain the trust of assassin Marcus 
Cross . . . eliminate him . . . then take down Marcus's 
mentor, Joseph Lazarus, a man with a bold eye on 
the White House. But the woman who's known by her 
team for being a femme fatale succumbs to passion, 
only to discover Cross's deadly secret. He's a vam-
pire, and Joseph Lazarus is his creator. Left for dead 



 

by his platoon in the violent hills of Afghanistan, Spe-
cial Ops sniper Marcus Cross was given a second 
chance at life. His newly heightened skills make him 
the perfect killing machine, and as Lazarus's right-
hand man, he's quickly rising to the top of his dark 
empire, purging enemies with speed and precision. 
Only when dangerous beauty Jax Cassidy is sent to 
bring him in does he begin to question Lazarus's 
motives and his own actions. But when Jax's life is 
threatened by the one thing that can destroy them 
both, Marcus must make a bitter choice - her death 
or his. PAR $3.95 Small   

HER RENEGADE RANCHER BK#5 $3.95  
JENNIFER RYAN (CONTEMPORARY)  
Montana Men series. No one knows better than Colt 
Kendrick that life can change in an instant. He lives 
without regrets except for one: not making the gor-
geous woman he sees every time he walks into the 
local diner his. Luna Hill is haunted by the heart-
stopping kiss she and Colt never should have 
shared. Their timing has always been off. Just as 
sparks begin to ignite again, she is offered a job that 
will take her far from their ranching town. But when a 
dear friend dies unexpectedly, leaving Luna a stag-
gering gift, she has a chance to stay and finally make 
her long buried wishes come true—even ones that 
involve the sexiest cowboy she’s ever known. Not 
everyone is happy with Luna’s good fortune, and as 
they make their feelings dangerously and abundantly 
clear when she falls in their crosshairs, Colt will do 
anything he can, risk everything he has, to keep her 
safe. Because Luna showed him he has a heart...and 
it belongs to her.  

HIGHLAND BRIDE BK#6 $3.95  
HANNAH HOWELL (HISTORICAL) 
Murray Family series. Though she has yet to be 
courted by any man, spirited Gillyanne Murray de-
cides the time has come to visit the dower lands gift-
ed to her by her father's kinsmen. She arrives to find 
the small keep surrounded by three lairds, each one 
vying for her hand. . .and property. Though resolved 
to refuse them all, the threat of battle on her thresh-
old forces her to boldly choose a suitor: Sir Connor 
MacEnroy, a handsome, daring knight of few words. 
As his wife, Gillyanne is stunned by his terse, cold 
distance-and her own yearning to feel passion in his 
arms. Now, bringing her healing touch to a land and 
a keep ravaged by treachery and secret enemies, 
she dares to reach out for the one thing she fears 
she may forever be denied. . .her husband's closely 
guarded heart. 

HIS TO COMMAND BKS#1-6 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK 
OPAL CAREW (ROMANTICA)  
His To Command series. Kate is a modern busi-
nesswoman who knows exactly how to run her well-
organized world. But underneath her professional 
exterior lurks a secret that she's been running from 
for years—a fierce desire to be dominated that both 
exhilarates and terrifies her. And there's only one 
man who's ever tempted her to lose control. Powerful 
executive Matthew Pearce gave Kate her first taste of 

what it means to surrender completely at the hands 
of a dominant man, and she's never been able to 
forget. Though she's spent years trying to outrun her 
feelings for him, a chance encounter changes every-
thing . . . and this time she might not be able to es-
cape. Deciding to give in to her deepest desires, Kate 
agrees to spend a week at Matt's mansion exploring 
her submissive side under his masterful instruction. 
Just when she starts to fall deeper and harder for him 
than ever before, a terrible secret from his past 
threatens to tear them apart, and Kate must decide 
whether to finally trust Matt with her heart . . . or 
leave him behind forever. 

IF I ONLY HAD A DUKE BK#2 $3.95  
LENORA BELL (HISTORICAL) 
Disgraceful Dukes series. After three failed sea-
sons and a disastrous jilting, Lady Dorothea Beau-
mont has had more than enough of her family's 
scheming. She won't domesticate a duke, entangle 
an earl, or vie for a viscount. She will quietly exit to 
her aunt's Irish estate for a life of blissful freedom. 
Until an arrogant, sinfully handsome duke singles her 
out for a waltz, making Thea the most popular belle 
of the season. The duke ruined her plans and he'll 
just have to fix them. Dalton, Duke of Osborne, is far 
too heartless for debutantes or marriage--he uses 
dalliances and public spectacle to distract from his 
real purpose: finding the man who destroyed his fam-
ily. When his search leads to Ireland, the last thing he 
needs is the determined, achingly innocent Thea, 
who arrives in the dead of night demanding he escort 
her to her aunt. His foolish agreement may prove his 
undoing. The road to the Emerald Isle is fraught with 
unforeseen dangers, but the greatest peril of all might 
just be discovering that he has a heart...and he's 
losing it to Thea. 

IF YOU WERE MINE BK#5 $3.95  
BELLA ANDRE (CONTEMPORARY) 
Sullivans series. The last thing Zach Sullivan wants 
is to take care of his brother's new puppy for two 
weeks. That is, until he meets the dog trainer. 
Heather is bright, beautiful...and she just might be the 
only woman on earth who wants nothing to do with 
him. Heather Linsey can't believe she agreed to train 
Zach's new pup - especially since his focus seems to 
be more on winning her heart than training his dog. 
Having sworn off love, she has vowed never to fall for 
a charming man. But Heather's determination to push 
Zach away only fuels his determination to get closer - 
and the sensual and emotional connection between 
them grows more undeniable. Will the biggest Sulli-
van bad boy of all tempt Heather into believing in 
forever again? 

KINKED BK#6 $3.95 
THEA HARRISON (PARANORMAL) 
Elder Races series. Two opponents must confront 
the cause of their obsessive fury …  As a harpy, Sen-
tinel Aryal is accustomed to dealing with hate, but 
Sentinel Quentin Caeravorn manages to inspire in 
her a burning ire unlike anything she’s ever known. 
Aryal believes the new Sentinel to be a criminal, and  
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vows to take him out as soon as the opportunity aris-
es. But the harpy’s incessant wrath has pushed 
Quentin to the limit, and forces him to make a deadly 
vow of his own. To put an end to the conflict, Dragos, 
Lord of the Wyr, sends them on a reconnaissance 
mission to the Elven land of Numenlaur. Forced to 
work together, Aryal and Quentin’s mutual antago-
nism escalates. Each fight draws forth more pas-
sion—culminating in an explosively sexual confronta-
tion. But when their quest reveals real danger, Aryal 
and Quentin must resolve their differences in ways 
beyond the physical, before the entire Wyr is threat-
ened.  

LADY BEWARE BK#13 $3.95  
JO BEVERLEY (HISTORICAL) 
Company of Rogues series. For generations, the 
Cave family has been marked by scandal, madness, 
and violence. But after earning a reputation for brav-
ery in the army, Horatio Cave, the new Viscount Dari-
en, has come home to charm London society and 
restore the family name. He means to start with the 
lovely Lady Thea Debenham. The magnetism be-
tween Thea and Lord Darien is immediate --- and 
enraptured Thea knows this is no innocent flirtation. 
But can she trust the dark, sexy "Vile Viscount"? 
Even if she can convince herself, she may not be 
able to convince her family, particularly her brother, 
Dare --- the most dashing member of the Company 
of Rogues --- that Horatio does not deserve the curs-
ed Cave reputation ...  

THE LADY MOST LIKELY $3.95 (HISTORICAL) 
JULIA QUINN, ELOISA JAMES, CONNIE BROCKWAY 
Hugh Dunne, the Earl of Briarly, needs a wife—so his 
sister hands him a list of the very best young ladies 
on the market. And then, because he refuses to tear 
himself away from the stables where he trains Arabi-
an racehorses, she invites all those ladies to a house 
party, along with some other bachelors, of course. So 
who will Hugh choose? The Botticelli-esque, en-
chanting Gwendolyn? The outspoken, delightful 
Katherine? If he doesn't work fast, he'll lose those 
ladies to his closest friends, and then where will he 
look for a wife? Perhaps, just perhaps, toward a lady 
who's not on a market at all, and would require a 
great deal of persuading...  

THE LAST DEBUTANTE BK#4 $3.95  
JULIA LONDON (HISTORICAL) 
Secrets of Hadley Green series. Who is the captive 
and who is the captor? When a sexy laird holds a 
spirited English lady for ransom, she turns the tables 
and steals his heart. The last person Daria Babcock 
expects to find in her grandmother's home is a 
brawny, naked Highlander. She doesn't buy Mamie's 
explanation about finding the poor man shot in the 
woods. Nor does she trust the gorgeous laird, who 
insists his own memory fails him. But Daria came to 
Scotland looking for adventure and romance, and 
after the intriguing stranger kidnaps her, she gets her 

wish, and so much more. . . . 

THE LAST MERCENARY BK#6 $3.95  
DIANA PALMER (SUSPENSE) 
Soldiers of Fortune series. Micah Steele was a 
mystery, as silent as stone and just as intractable. 
Not even those closest to him knew the details of his 
life which was exactly how it had to be. Because Mi-
cah was a mercenary, and his lies protected those he 
loved. Or they had, until the young beauty he'd left 
behind in Jacobsville, Texas, was kidnapped by his 
sworn enemy. Micah was prepared to go to the ends 
of the earth to rescue Callie Kirby. But he wasn't pre-
pared for her sweet innocence to be more dangerous 
than the evil he hunted. He could protect Callie from 
ruthless drug lords, but who would protect her from 
Micah? 

LONG, LEAN AND LETHAL BK#2 $3.95 
LORIE O'CLARE (SUSPENSE) 
FBI series. Detective Rain Huxtable works alone, 
and she likes it that way. But when a fourth spouse 
turns up dead in Lincoln, Nebraska, Rain’s superiors 
call in help from the FBI. They’ve either got a serial 
killer or a hired murderer on their hands, and their 
solution is to team Rain up with Special Agent Noah 
Kayne and send them undercover as a married cou-
ple. Noah is infuriating…and infuriatingly attractive. 
Rain wants no part of this charade, but with four peo-
ple dead under suspiciously similar circumstances in 
a matter of months, she has no choice but to play the 
part of a doting wife and investigate a close-knit 
group of suburban couples. It’s hard enough to keep 
up a professional facade when the heat between her 
and Noah burns so dangerously. But it may be even 
more dangerous for Rain to let her guard down once 
she realizes that the couples involved are playing a 
very sordid—and deadly—game. 

LOVE WITH A SCOTTISH OUTLAW BK#3 $3.95  
GAYLE CALLEN (HISTORICAL) 
Highland Weddings series. The last thing clan chief 
Duncan Carlyle expects to encounter in the rain-
soaked highlands was Catriona Duff, daughter of the 
corrupt earl responsible for the price on his head. Yet 
Duncan finds himself sheltering the beauty who 
claims to have lost her memory. Catriona could be 
the key to stopping her father, but only if Duncan can 
keep her identity—and his dangerously powerful de-
sire—to himself. Duncan may have rescued Catriona, 
but the gruff outlaw clearly doesn’t trust her. She’s 
moved by his mission to rescue kidnapped children, 
but hiding in a network of caves means living in close 
quarters with everyone—including Duncan. And even 
as Catriona struggles to remember her past, the pre-
sent draws her ever closer to this enigmatic man…
and to the secret that could change everything.  

LOVING LADY MARCIA BK#1 $3.95  
KIERAN KRAMER (HISTORICAL) 
House of Brady series. In the House of Brady, three 
very lovely girls have hair of gold—and hearts to 
match—but finding a match among the gentlemen of 
London is one comedy of errors that could bring 



 

down the house…Of the three Brady sisters, Lady 
Marcia has always seemed the girl most likely to lead 
a perfectly charmed life. But after a handsome cad 
breaks her heart, she swears off love and devotes 
her life to teaching girls at a private school. In spite of 
her family’s wish for a London debut, Marcia is happy 
where she is—until terrible news sends her back to 
the Brady clan…and into the arms of an unexpected 
suitor. A dark and dashing earl who knows Marcia’s 
past, Duncan Lattimore is surprised by what a fasci-
nating and independent woman she’s become. Mar-
cia, too, is surprised—by the fiery attraction she feels 
for Duncan. But why—why—must he be the brother 
of the scoundrel who broke her heart? Why must 
Marcia’s rival at school forbid her from seeing him? 
How can this lady possibly resist this fellow—when 
they know that it’s much more than a hunch…?(Bk#2 
also available at the same price) 

MISTLETOE BETWEEN FRIENDS & THE SNOWFLAKE 
INN $3.95 2IN1 
SAMANTHA CHASE (CONTEMPORARY) 
Mistletoe Between Friends: All lifelong friends Lily 
Cavanaugh and Cameron Greene want is a chance 
to enjoy the Christmas season. What's stopping 
them? Their matchmaking parents who seem deter-
mined to set the two of them up on some of the worst 
blind dates in the history of dating. They've identified 
the problem and have come up with the perfect solu-
tion - they will pretend to be dating in order to get 
their parents off of their backs and finally have a 
chance to enjoy a peaceful Christmas. The Snow-
flake Inn: Shows rivals Grace Brodie and Riley 
Walsh that Christmas is a time when dreams come 
true-even if you've given up on those dreams long 
ago.  

THE MOST WICKED OF SINS BK#2 $3.95 
KATHRYN CASKIE (HISTORICAL) 
Seven Deadly Sins series. Lady Ivy Sinclair can't 
live without funds much longer, so she vows to land a 
sensible, serious husband her father will accept. But 
just when the respectable gentlemen is about to pop 
the question, another woman snatches away his at-
tentions. Furious, Ivy hatches a plan --- make him 
jealous by hiring a handsome man to impersonate a 
marquess --- a marquess who happens to be madly 
in love with her. The moment Ivy boldly kisses Domi-
nic Sheridan --- to test his fitness for the task at hand 
--- she's sure he's perfect for her desperate scheme. 
What Ivy doesn't know is that the blue-eyed rake isn't 
acting at all, but intent on stealing her heart while 
seducing her into committing the most wicked of sins.  

MURDER ON THE BALLARAT TRAIN BK#3 $4.95 
TRADE P/BACK 
KERRY GREENWOOD (MYSTERY) 
Phryne Fisher series. When the 1920s' most glam-
orous lady detective, the Honourable Miss Phryne 
Fisher, arranges to go to Ballarat for the week, she 
eschews the excitement of her red Hispano-Suiza 
racing car for the sedate safety of the train. The last 
thing she expects is to have to use her trusty 

Beretta .32 to save lives. As the passengers sleep, 
they are poisoned with chloroform. Phryne is left to 
piece together the clues after this restful country so-
journ turns into the stuff of nightmares: a young girl 
who can't remember anything, rumors of white slav-
ery and black magic, and the body of an old woman 
missing her emerald rings. Then there is the rowing 
team and the choristers, all deliciously engaging 
young men. At first they seem like a pleasant diver-
sion.... (Bks1&2 also available at the same price) 

NO GOOD DEED BK#10 $3.95  
ALLISON BRENNAN (SUSPENSE) 
Lucy Kincaid series. Lucy Kincaid understands the 
dangers of corruption. As an FBI agent, she has wit-
nessed some very bad deeds committed by seeming-
ly good people. That's why she's glad to see corrupt 
DEA Agent Nicole Rollins behind bars for murder, 
conspiracy, and gunrunning. But when Rollins makes 
a daring escape—jeopardizing a busload of children 
and killing five officers—Lucy becomes the key to the 
biggest manhunt in Texas history...and the target of a 
brilliant killer. Some believe Rollins has fled the coun-
try. But Lucy suspects her plan is far more sinister—a 
taunting game of cat and mouse that hits much clos-
er to home. First, an FBI agent with a connection to 
Texas is killed in Washington. Then, Kane Rogan 
disappears on a mission. When Rollins ups the ante 
again, Lucy is determined to save the people she 
loves—before her enemy strikes again. Time is run-
ning out. The body count is rising. Rollins wants more 
than revenge—she wants to destroy everything Lucy 
holds dear... 

NO SAFE PLACE $3.95  
JOANN ROSS (SUSPENSE)  
Chicago homicide detective Kate Delaney fiercely 
defends victims. Which is why -- despite death 
threats -- she's testifying to a federal grand jury about 
local police corruption. It's also why she's infuriated 
by the New Orleans police department's blasÉ atti-
tude toward her estranged sister's death. But pursu-
ing an investigation in a strange city means allying 
with someone who knows the territory. And the play-
ers. Someone with a total disregard for the rules. As 
an ex-cop from a police family, New Orleans PI Nick 
Broussard knows that cops live by their own code. 
You don't rat out a fellow officer. The last thing he 
needs is some smart-mouthed, by-the-book outsider 
unknowingly injecting herself into his undercover 
search for the truth. Even worse is the way she con-
jures up visions of tangled sheets.... Nick and Kate's 
chase pits them against the criminal underworld of 
the sultry southern city. And as they peel away layers 
of deadly deception, they discover a dark secret too 
many are willing to kill to keep.  

NOWHERE TO HIDE BK#2 $3.95  
NANCY BUSH (SUSPENSE) 
Nowhere series. THERE ARE SINS ... “Do unto 
others…” Carefully, he carves the words into their 
flesh. The victims are all young, brunette, pretty. But 
she’s the one he really wants. The others are just a  
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way to ease the rage that has festered for years, until 
the only thing that calms him is his knife slicing 
through skin… YOU NEVER LIVE ... Detective Sep-
tember Rafferty—Nine to her friends—recognizes the 
artwork that arrives in the mail. She created it back in 
second grade. Now a killer’s words are slashed 
across it in what looks like blood. He knows her. Sep-
tember’s investigation leads to her old classmate, 
Jake Westerly. She wants to believe Jake is inno-
cent. But trusting anyone could be her last mistake… 
TO REGRET ...Every slight, every slur, he remem-
bers them all. They turned him into a monster, and 
now they will suffer for it. Starting with September, 
he’ll show them that the past can never stay hidden, 
and the time of vengeance is at hand… 

ON THE STEAMY SIDE BK#2 $3.95 
LOUISA EDWARDS (CONTEMPORARY) 
Recipe for Love series. She’s Never Met A Man So 
Mouth-Watering ... When Lilah Jane Tunkle fled her 
dull life in Virginia for the bright lights of New York 
City, she didn’t expect to wind up a nanny to a gor-
geous celebrity chef’s ten-year-old son. Working for 
the delectable Devon Sparks is a sure-fire recipe for 
disaster, especially after Lilah gets a tantalizing taste 
of his perfectly seasoned kisses . . . And He Can’t 
Resist Her Down-Home Spice ... Devon’s not sure he 
can handle one more surprise ingredient in his life—
he left his popular TV show, his culinary reputation is 
on the line, and now the son he barely knows is back 
for seconds. Lilah’s Southern sass is supposed to 
keep the boy in line, but soon enough she’s teaching 
Devon a thing or two about homespun food . . . and 
turning up the heat.  

OUTCAST BK#4 $3.95  
CHERYL BROOKS (SCIENCE FICTION)  
Cat Star Chronicles. Sold into slavery when his 
planet was destroyed, Lynx was enslaved in a har-
em. He is a favorite due to his feline gene, which 
gives him remarkable sexual powers, but after ten 
years, Lynx is exhausted. Thrown out without a pen-
ny, Lynx is bitter and anti-female. He emigrates to a 
new planet but can only find a job with a female 
rancher. Bonnie's boyfriend has left with all their 
money and she needs help with the ranch. Lynx is 
cynical, but honest, and though he has made it clear 
that he wants no part of a romantic relationship, Bon-
nie can't resist him. She finds out about his impo-
tence and becomes determined not to let such a 
beautiful and sensual young man go to waste... 

POPPY DONE TO DEATH BK#8 $3.95  
CHARLAINE HARRIS (MYSTERY) 
Aurora Teagarden series. Aurora Teagarden, mild-
mannered librarian, has spent her entire life in the 
same small Georgia town. Along with her sister-in-
law Poppy, Roe has finally earned a coveted spot in 
the Uppity Women, an exclusive group that does 
more than flower arranging. But Poppy is a no-show 

on their induction day. Roe stops by Poppy’s house 
to find out why and is shocked to discover Poppy 
dead on the kitchen floor, and it’s not by accident. 
There’s no lack of suspects, since both Poppy and 
her husband were unfaithful. Even the detective in 
charge of the case, Roe’s former lover Arthur Smith, 
has a past with Poppy. As if that weren’t enough, 
Roe has rekindled a relationship with another old 
flame and things are moving fast, with plans to meet 
his mother at Thanksgiving. She’s also acquired an 
unexpected house guest: her half-brother, who’s run 
away from his parents’ home in California. Balancing 
her personal life while looking into Poppy’s murder 
isn’t easy, but Roe is determined to give it -- and 
Poppy -- her best effort. And when Roe discovers 
that the crime scene has been ransacked, she knows 
someone is desperate to hide a secret … 

PRESENT DANGER $3.95 
SUSAN ANDERSEN (SUSPENSE) 
To Love ... He'll find her. Sooner or later, Aunie 
Franklin's ex-husband, Wesley, will track her down. 
She's moved clear across the country to start over, 
but she knows it's not far enough from a madman 
obsessed with making her pay. . . And To Cherish ...  
James Ryder's new tenant is running from some-
thing. Her Southern sass doesn't hide the fading 
bruises on her face. James doesn't need more com-
plications in his life, but he can't ignore her rising 
fear. Especially once the phone calls and threats 
begin. . . Till Death. . . Every day brings Wesley one 
step closer. Aunie will be his again, to possess--and 
to punish. Because the past she tried to flee is about 
to become her present. And he'll make sure she nev-
er escapes again 

A PRIVATE DUEL WITH AGENT GUNN BK#3 $3.95  
JILLIAN STONE (HISTORICAL SUSPENSE)  
Gentlemen of Scotland Yard series. Prima balleri-
na Catriona de Dovia lives the glamorous life of a 
starlet, filled with glittering jewels, sumptuous din-
ners, and admiring suitors. She's grown up consider-
ably since losing her heart to Hugh Curzon once up-
on a time, no longer wasting her emotions on the 
empty promises of wealthy gentlemen. On her own 
since the untimely death of her parents, she will do 
anything for the only family she has left: her brother, 
a notorious anarchist. Scotland Yard Agent Phineas 
Gunn—sometimes known as Hugh Curzon—receives 
his new assignment reluctantly. He's up for some-
thing a little more strenuous than playing nanny to a 
ballerina, until he sees who his charge is. Then, it's a 
completely different story, because he'd been unable 
to forget the trusting, beautiful Cate since he had to 
leave her behind. As the two race across the Conti-
nent—by land, by sea, even through the air by zeph-
yr—it becomes uncertain who is keeping tabs on 
whom, and Finn and Cate must battle the sexual 
tension that snaps and sizzles between them every 
step of the way. 

 

 



 

RANSOM RIVER $3.95  
MEG GARDINER (SUSPENSE) 
Rory Mackenzie is juror number seven on a high-
profile murder case in her hometown of Ransom Riv-
er, California. It’s a place she vowed never to visit 
again, after leaving behind its surfeit of regret and 
misfortune and the specter of a troubled past that 
threatened to disturb the town’s peaceful façade. 
Brilliant yet guarded, Rory has always felt like an 
outsider. She retreated into herself when both her 
career aspirations and her love affair with a childhood 
friend, undercover cop Seth Colder, were destroyed 
in a tragic accident. While most of the town is fo-
cused on the tense and shocking circumstances of 
the trial, Rory’s return to Ransom River dredges up 
troubling memories from her childhood that she can 
no longer ignore. But in the wake of a desperate at-
tack on the courthouse, Rory realizes that exposing 
these dark skeletons has connected her to an old 
case that was never solved, and bringing the truth to 
light just might destroy her. Departing from her popu-
lar series novels, Meg Gardiner has gone deeper 
than ever into the utterly convincing lives and com-
pelling pasts of her characters. Ransom River is an 
intimate crime thriller with a dark mystery at its 
heart—one that will keep readers breathless until the 
very last page. 

SAFE FROM HARM BK#2 $3.95 
KATE SERINE (SUSPENSE) 
Protect & Serve series. Deputy Gabe Dawson has 
had his eye on prosecuting attorney Elle McCoy for 
years. But the smart, sassy redhead is immune to his 
legendary charm and good looks--until Gabe is shot 
on the courthouse steps protecting Elle from a 
vengeful domestic extremist. Elle has been protecting 
her heart from the cocky playboy cop. But it's hard 
not to notice a guy when he takes a bullet for you and 
seems determined to turn his life around. With terror-
ists still at large and Elle a target, Gabe and his law 
enforcement brothers kick into high gear to take 
down the threat. And as they work together, Elle real-
izes she's losing her heart to a man who will risk it all 
to keep her safe from harm. 

SILVER THAW BK#1 $3.95  
CATHERINE ANDERSON (CONTEMPORARY) 
Mystic Creek series. After years of living in fear of 
her husband, Amanda Banning has left him and 
moved to Mystic Creek, Oregon, for a fresh start. But 
she’s having a tough time providing for herself and 
her six-year-old daughter. Writing her secret yearn-
ings on slips of paper and sending them into the wind 
helps her cling to the hope that things will get bet-
ter…and that she can find happiness again. Jeb Ster-
ling has no idea that the handwritten messages he 
finds scattered across his land are the first hints that 
his life is about to change. Nor does he understand 
why he feels so compelled to help Amanda Banning 
and her daughter when a cold snap leaves them tem-
porarily homeless. Maybe he’s inspired by Amanda’s 
courage or perhaps by her beautiful brown eyes. 
Either way, the man who once renounced love sud-

denly finds himself willing to do anything for the pair. 
Amanda seems to have given up on her dreams, but 
Jeb refuses to quit until he makes her every wish 
come true… 

SLOW HEAT BK#2 $3.95  
JILL SHALVIS (CONTEMPORARY) 
Pacific Heat series. After a woman claims she’s 
pregnant with Wade O’Riley’s love child, Major 
League Baseball’s most celebrated catcher and la-
dies’ man is slapped on the wrist by management 
and ordered to improve his image. His enforcer is the 
team’s publicist, the tough and sexy Samantha 
McNead. When Wade needs a date for a celebrity 
wedding, Sam steps up to the plate as his “girlfriend.” 
But given her secret crush on him and that one awk-
ward night a year ago in a stuck elevator with too 
much scotch, the whole thing is an exercise in sexual 
tension. Wade is thrilled when the pretence turns into 
an unexpected night of hot passion. But the next day 
Sam is back to her cool self. As a catcher, Wade’s 
used to giving the signals, not struggling to read 
them. Now, to win the love of his “pretend” girlfriend, 
he needs a homerun—even it involves stealing a few 
bases…  

A STRANGER’S GAME BK#7 $3.95  
JOAN JOHNSTON (SUSPENSE) 
Bitter Creek series. FBI Special Agent Breed 
Grayhawk has the hottest sex in his life with a 
stranger who calls herself Grace Smith, only to dis-
cover early the next morning that her real name is 
Merle Raye Finkel—and she's a convicted double 
murderer who broke her parole a year ago and disap-
peared. Now she's his prime suspect in a terrorist 
threat against the U.S. president. Grace Caldwell is 
determined to find the killer who framed her for the 
murder of her father and stepmother—and make him 
pay. She burgles the home of her #1 suspect and 
nets a surprising haul: a hot-pink, silk-covered dia-
ry—the record of a sex-addicted wife's adventures—
which suggests that Grace's #1 suspect is a serial 
killer. But her theft has been caught on tape, and the 
man she's been chasing becomes the hunter...with 
Grace as his prey. With just five days until the presi-
dent arrives in Austin, Texas, the last thing the FBI 
needs is a serial killer on the prowl...and a terrorist 
suspect who will stop at nothing to clear her name. 
The clock is ticking down, and Agent Grayhawk is 
racing time to discover the truth about his dangerous 
lover. 

STRANGER’S KISS BK#3 $3.95  
MARY BLAYNEY (HISTORICAL)  
Pennistan series. A year after the death of his wife, 
Lynford Pennistan, Duke of Meryon, has returned to 
London and his weighty political responsibilities. But 
no burden can equal the regret Lyn feels for never 
allowing himself to show his wife the emotion that 
could have saved his marriage. Now an unexpected 
encounter with a beautiful widow may offer him a 
second chance.. As reluctant guests at a ball, Lyn 
and an elegant stranger talk of love and loss in ways  
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they never have before. And when they are later in-
troduced, their attraction goes from passionate to 
scandalous. As England's political unrest explodes, 
so do the fires between Lyn and Elena Verano. But 
when a secret is revealed that will turn Elena's life 
upside down, Lyn is forced to make a choice that 
could destroy them both...if Elena doesn't make it for 
him.  

TO CONQUER MR DARCY BK#7 $3.95  
ABIGAIL REYNOLDS (HISTORICAL)  
Pride & Prejudice Variations. What if, instead of 
disappearing from her life after Elizabeth Bennet re-
fuses his awkward marriage proposal, Mr. Darcy took 
the initiative and tried to change her mind? In Con-
quering Mr. Darcy, Darcy follows Elizabeth back to 
her home in Hertfordshire and sets about making 
himself so irresistible her impulses win out over her 
sense of propriety until, madly in love and mutually 
on fire, their passion anticipates their wedding. 

TO THE GRAVE $3.95 
CARLENE THOMPSON (SUSPENSE) 
As a psychologist, Catherine Gray understands the 
power of first love. As a woman, she still has feelings 
for her first crush, James—a handsome lawyer who 
was trapped in a bad marriage for years. Now that 
Catherine has returned to Aurora Falls, and James is 
divorced, they can finally build a life together. But 
then she stumbles onto his first love—his ex-wife 
Renée, missing for the past three years—murdered 
… Catherine is stunned. How well does she really 
know James? What secret destroyed his marriage—
and who killed his wife? When a mysterious fire de-
stroys the crime scene, Catherine starts looking for 
answers. In a portrait for a masked woman, she sees 
Renée's eyes looking back at her hauntingly. And 
when the next victim is revealed, it becomes terrify-
ingly clear that an obsessed killer is on the loose—
and Catherine is next in line… 

TWO TO TANGO $4.95 TRADE P/BACK (ROMANTICA) 
LORELEI JAMES, JAYNE RYLON, JESS DEE  
Ballroom Blitz by Lorelei James: Rock drummer 
Jon White Feather is home from tour to reassess his 
music career. When his shy niece begs him to take a 
ballroom dancing class, Jon agrees, aware he’s no 
Fred Astaire. Still, it stings when his sexy-hot instruc-
tor, Maggie Buchanan, tells him he has no rhythm. 
Now Jon is ready to prove he can rock his body—and 
hers—on more than just the dance floor. Where 
There's Smoke by Jayne Rylon: When Logan 
switches on the news to witness his childhood friend 
Kyana pulling his uncle from a burning house, he 
rushes home to help his uncle rebuild. But before his 
hammer hits the first nail, sparks are flying. The heat 
between him and Kyana melts old affection into a 
completely new—and combustible—relationship. A 
Touch of Confidence by Jess Dee: Jack’s sup-
posed to keep the family business on course while 
his grandfather is in the hospital, but his first act is to 

rent a shop to the wrong tenant. Now he’s faced with 
beautiful, Amazon warrior of a woman who’s de-
manding satisfaction. He’d love to give it to her, but 
his idea of satisfaction has nothing to do with busi-
ness…  

UNFORGETTABLE BK#3 $4.95 TRADE P/BACK  
ALISON KENT (ROMANTICA)  
Dalton Gang series. The infamous Dalton Gang was 
once known for riding—and playing—hard. Now, as 
owners of the Dalton Ranch in Crow Hill, Texas, 
they’re working from sunup to sundown. But one look 
from the right woman can tempt them back into the 
saddle… When a walk on the wild side turned into a 
nightmare for Everly Grant, she escaped her abusive 
ex by taking a job with Crow Hill’s small newspaper. 
Now she’s assigned to write a human interest story 
on the return of the Dalton Gang, and she soon dis-
covers that Boone Mitchell could give her plenty 
more than a good interview. As much as she craves 
safety, she finds herself irresistibly drawn to Boone’s 
dangerous streak. Before she takes the cowboy to 
bed, she lays down the law: There are no strings 
attached, and she’s the one in charge. That’s fine for 
Boone. In fact, Everly teaches him things no other 
woman ever dared. Soon they find themselves want-
ing more than their simple arrangement will allow. 
But to get there, Everly will have to open up in ways 
she thought she never could… 

WRAPPED IN YOU BK#1 $3.95  
JULES BENNETT (CONTEMPORARY)  
The Monroes series. The Monroe brothers found a 
home in Haven, Georgia, thanks to the big-hearted 
couple who adopted them all. Now, grieving their late 
sister, these three very different men will come to-
gether to honor her memory. And with the help of 
some unforgettable women, each will find the chance 
to build a whole new future … Zach Monroe has 
made mistakes--big ones. The worst left the girl he 
loved injured, and his own brother barely speaking to 
him. It was a night Zach won't let himself forget, even 
when the girl in question--perfect, polished Sophie 
Allen--walks back into his life. A realtor, Sophie's 
brought an offer for their sister's dilapidated Civil War 
era property. But Zach's determined to renovate the 
rambling old place himself--though he longs to re-
build Sophie's trust in him. A business deal isn't how 
Sophie wanted to approach Zach after all this time, 
but he won't let anyone get personal. She can't deny 
that the accident changed her life in irreparable ways. 
But watching gruff, quiet Zach beat himself up year 
after year hurts too. The wounded boy she once 
adored needed love, and the man is no different. 
Now Sophie will need every bit of her resolve to con-
vince Zach to let love heal them both…  

 

 

 

 

 


